Revealed in Makkah

ِ ِْ ِ اّ ِ ا ْ َـ ِ ا
In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most
Merciful.



َ ْ ا
َ   ِﻡ ر
َ َْل ِإ
َ ِ ُ وَا"ِى أ$
ِ َـ%&ِ ْ' ا
ُ  )یَـ
َ ْ*ِ  ا
ن
َ ,ُ-ْ ِﻡ. ُی/
َ س
ِ 1- َ ا2َ َْوَـ ِ&  َأآ
13:1 Alif Lam-Mim Ra.
These are the verses of the Book (the Qur'an), and
that which has been revealed unto you from your
Lord is the truth, but most men believe not.

The Qur'an is Allah's Kalam (Speech)
Allah said:

... ا
Alif Lam-Mim Ra
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We talked before, in the beginning of Surah Al-Baqarah
about the meaning of the letters that appear in the
beginnings of some Surahs in the Qur'an.
We stated that every Surah that starts with separate
letters, affirms that the Qur'an is miraculous and is an
evidence that it is a revelation from Allah, and that there
is no doubt or denying in this fact. This is why Allah said
next,

... ب
ِ 1َ%&ِ ْت ا
ُ 1َ )ی
َ ْ*ِ ...
These are the verses of the Book,
the Qur'an, which Allah described afterwards,

... 
َ َْل ِإ
َ ِ ُي أ
َ "ِ  وَا...
and that which
Muhammad),

has

been

revealed

unto

you,

(O

... 

َ ْ ا
َ   ِﻡ ر...
from your Lord is the truth,
Allah said next,

:١8 ن
َ ,ُ-ْ ِﻡ. ُی/
َ س
ِ 1- َ ا2َ ْ َوَـ ِ&  َأآ...
but most men believe not.
just as He said in another Ayah,

َ ِ-ْ ِﻡ.ُ ِ '
َ ْ;َ 
َ ْ,َس َو
ِ 1- ُ ا2َ َْوﻡَ< َأآ
And most of mankind will not believe even if you
desire it eagerly. (12:103)
Allah declares that even after this clear, plain and
unequivocal explanation (the Qur'an), most men
will still not believe, due to their rebellion,
stubbornness and hypocrisy.
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َى,%َ ْ ُﺙ  اﺱ1َEَ ْ? َ ٍ> َ* َو
َ ِ ْ@َ ِ ت
ِ ,َ  َـ
  اAَ Bَ ا ُ ا"ِى َر
ش
ِ ْGَ ْ اHَ?
َ
13:2 Allah is He Who raised the heavens without
any pillars that you can see. Then, He rose above
(Istawa) the `Arsh (Throne).

HـI 
َ  ﻡJ
ٍK
َL
َ ِْىM َیJ
N  َ َ ُآOَ ْ وَاP
َ ْQ
  َ اR
ﺱ
َ َو
He has subjected the sun and the moon, each
running (its course) for a term appointed.

ن
َ ,ُ-Sِ ,ُ* ْ&ُ  َ< ِء َرOِِ ْ&ُ Gَ َ '
ِ یَـU اJ
ُV
 Wَ ﻡْ َ ُی/
N ُی َ>  ُ ا
He manages and regulates all affairs; He explains
the Ayat in detail, that you may believe with
certainty in the meeting with your Lord.

Clarifying Allah's Perfect Ability
Allah tells;

... ت
ِ وَا1َ 
  اAَ Bَ اّ ُ ا"ِي َر
Allah is He Who raised the heavens,
Allah mentions His perfect ability and infinite authority,
since it is He Who has raised the heavens without pillars
by His permission and order. He, by His leave, order and
power, has elevated the heavens high above the earth,
distant and far away from reach. The heaven nearest to
the present world encompasses the earth from all
directions, and is also high above it from every direction.
The distance between the first heaven and the earth is
five hundred years from every direction, and its
thickness is also five hundred years.
The second heaven surrounds the first heaven from
every direction, encompassing everything that the latter
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carries, with a thickness also of five hundred years and a
distance between them of five hundred years. The same
is also true about the third, the fourth, the fifth, the sixth
and the seventh heavens.
Allah said,

 Eُ َْ2ض ِﻡ
ِ ْر/
N ت َو ِﻡ َ ا
ٍ ,َ ﺱ َـ
َ Aَ ْYﺱ
َ 
َ َﺥ
َ ا ُ ا"ِى
It is Allah who has created seven heavens and of
the earth the like thereof. (65:12)
Allah said next,

... 1َEَ ْ? َ ٍ> َ* َو
َ ِ ْ@َ ِ ...
..without any pillars that you can see.
meaning, `there are pillars, but you cannot see
them,'
according to Ibn Abbas, Mujahid,
Qatadah, and several other scholars.

Al-Hasan,

Iyas bin Mu`awiyah said,
"The heaven is like a dome over the earth,''
meaning, without pillars.
Similar was reported from Qatadah, and this
meaning is better for this part of the Ayah,
especially since Allah said in another Ayah,

ِ ِ ْ ِِ\ذ/
 ض ِإ
ِ ْر/
N  اHَ?
َ Aَ Oَ *َ  َ< َء أَن
  ا
ُ
ِ ْ َوُی
He withholds the heaven from falling on
the earth except by His permission.
(22:65)
Therefore, Allah's statement, ََ ْو
َ َ (...that you
can see), affirms that there are no pillars. Rather,
the heaven is elevated (above the earth) without
pillars, as you see.
This meaning best affirms Allah's ability and
power.
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Al-Istawa', Rising above the Throne
Allah said next,

... ش
ِ ْGَ ْ اHَ?
َ َى,%َ ْ ُﺙ  اﺱ...
Then, He rose above (Istawa) the Throne.
We explained the meaning of the Istawa' in Surah AlA`raf (7:54), and stated that it should be accepted as it
is without altering, equating, annulling its meaning, or
attempts to explain its true nature. Allah is glorified and
praised from all that they attribute to Him.

Allah subjected the Sun and the Moon to rotate continuously
Allah said,

... HI 
َ  ﻡJ
ٍK
َL
َ ِْيM َیJ
N  َ َ ُآOَ ْ وَاP
َ ْQ
  َ اR
ﺱ
َ  َو...
He has subjected the sun and the moon, each running
(its course) for a term appointed.
It was said that the sun and the moon continue
their course until they cease doing so upon the
commencement of the Final Hour, as Allah stated,

1َـE ] Oَ %َ ُْ ِ ِْىM*َ P
ُ ْQ
 وَا
And the sun runs on its fixed course for a
term (appointed). (36:38)
It was also said that the meaning is:
until they settle under the Throne of Allah
after passing the other side of the earth.
So when they, and the rest of the
planetary bodies reach there, they are at
the furthest distance from the Throne.
Because according to the correct view,
which the texts prove, it is shaped like a
dome, under which is all of the creation. It
is not circular like the celestial bodies,
because it has pillars by which it is carried.
This fact is clear to those who correctly
understand the Ayat and authentic
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Hadiths. All the (praise is due to) Allah
and all the favors are from Him.
Allah mentioned the sun and the moon here because
they are among the brightest seven heavenly objects.
Therefore, if Allah subjected these to His power, then it
is clear that He has also subjected all other heavenly
objects.

... َ ْﻡL
َ  ُی َ>  ُ ا...
He manages and regulates all affairs;
Allah said in other Ayat,

ْ%ُ -ُ  إِن آEُ Oَ َﺥ
َ >ُواْ ِ ِ ا"ِىM
ُ ْ َ ِ وَاﺱOَ ِْ /
َ  َوP
ِ ْQ
 ِ ْ>ُواM
ُ ْ*َ /
َ
ن
َ >ُوYُ ْG*َ ^ُ 1ِإی
Prostrate yourselves not to the sun nor to the
moon, but prostrate yourselves to Allah Who
created them, if you (really) worship Him.
(41:37)
and,

ُ ْﻡ/
N  وَا
ُ ْR
َ ْ َ ُ ا/
َ ت َِ_ﻡْ ِ ِ^ َأ
ٍ َ R

َ ُ َم ﻡ,ُM- َ َ وَاOَ ْ وَاP
َ ْQ
 وَا
َ ِ ََـGْب ا
 ك ا ُ َر
َ  َر1َY*َ
And (He created) the sun, the moon, the stars
subjected to His command. Surely, His is the
creation and commandment. Blessed is Allah, the
Lord of all that exists! (7:54)
Allah's statement next,

:٢8 ن
َ ,ُ-Sِ ,ُ* ْ&ُ  ء َر1َOِِ ُ&Gَ َ ت
ِ 1َیU اJ
ُV
 Wَ  ُی...
He explains the Ayat in detail, that you may believe with
certainty in the Meeting with your Lord.
means, He explains the signs and clear evidences
that testify that there is no deity worthy of
worship except Him. These evidences prove that
He will resurrect creation if He wills, just as He
started it.
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َـًاEْ َوَأH
َﺱ
ِ  َروَا1َEِB J
َ Gَ K
َ ض َو
َ ْر/
N  ا"ِى ﻡَ > ا,َ َو ُه
13:3 And it is He Who spread out the earth, and
placed therein firm mountains and rivers

ِ ْ-َ ْْ ِ اﺙK
َ ْ َزو1َEِB J
َ Gَ K
َ ت
ِ َ َ 2  اJ
 َو ِﻡ ُآ
and of every kind of fruit. He made Zawjayn
Ithnayn (two in pairs).

 َر1َE-  اJ
َ ْ اHِQْ@ُی
He brings the night as a cover over the day.

ن
َ  &ُوWَ %َ ْ ٍم َی,Oَ  '
ٍ یَـU 
َ ِ ذHِB ن
 ِإ
Verily, in these things, there are Ayat (signs) for
people who reflect.

$
ٍ َـ-ْ?ـ'ٌ ﻡ ْ َأ-K
َ  َرتٌ َو,ِ َـM%َ ٌ ﻡAg
َ Sِ ض
ِ ْر/
N  اHِBَو
>ٍ 
ِ  ِ َ< ٍء َوHَOْن ُی
ٍ ,َ ْ-;
ِ ُ ْh
َ نٌ َو,َ ْ-;
ِ ٌJِRَ َو َزرْعٌ َو
J
ِ  ُآ/
]  اHِB j
ٍ ْGَ Hَ?
َ 1َEk
َ ْGَ J
ُk
 Wَ ُ َو
13:4 And in the earth are neighboring tracts, and
gardens of vines, and green crops (fields), and date
palms, growing into two or three from a single stem
root, or otherwise, watered with the same water;
yet some of them We make more excellent than
others to eat.

ن
َ ,ُOِ ْGْ ٍم َی,Oَ  '
ٍ یَـU 
َ ِ ذHِB ن
 ِإ
Verily, in these things there are Ayat (signs) for the
people who understand.
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Allah's Signs on the Earth
After Allah mentioned the higher worlds, He started asserting
His power, wisdom and control over the lower parts of the
world.
Allah said,

... ض
َ ْرL
َ  ا"ِي َﻡ > ا,َ َو ُه
And it is He Who spread out the earth,
made it spacious in length and width.

... رًا1َEْ َوَأl
َﺱ
ِ  َروَا1َEِB J
َ Gَ K
َ  َو...
and placed therein firm mountains and rivers,
Allah has placed on the earth firm mountains and
made rivers, springs and water streams run
through it, so that the various kinds of fruits and
plants of every color, shape, taste and scent are
watered with this water,

... ِ ْ-َ ْْ ِ اﺙK
َ ْ َزو1َEِB J
َ Gَ K
َ ت
ِ  ََا2  اJ
  َو ِﻡ ُآ...
and of every kind of fruit He made Zawjayn Ithnayn,
two types from every kind of fruit,

... َر1َE-  اJ
َ ْ اlِQْ@ ُی...
He brings the night as a cover over the day.
Allah made the day and night pursue each other,
when one is about to depart, the other overcomes
it, and vice versa. Allah controls time just as He
controls space and matter,

:٣8 ن
َ  &ُوWَ %َ ْ ٍم َی,Oَ  ت
ٍ 1َ َ<ی
َ ِ َذlِB ن
  ِإ...
Verily, in these things, there are Ayat for people who
reflect.
who reflect on Allah's signs and the evidences of
His wisdom.
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Allah said,

... ٌ ِورَات1َM%َ ٌ ﻡAg
َ Sِ ض
ِ ْرL
َ  اlِBَو
And in the earth are neighboring tracts,
Meaning, next to each other, some of them are
fertile and produce what benefits people, while
others are dead, salty and do not produce
anything.
This meaning was collected from Ibn Abbas,
Mujahid, Sa`id bin Jubayr, Ad-Dahhak and
several others.
This also covers the various colors and types of diverse
areas on the earth; some red, some white, or yellow, or
black, some are stony, or flat, or sandy, or thick, or thin,
all made to neighbor each other while preserving their
own qualities. All this indicates the existence of the
Creator Who does what He wills, there is no deity or lord
except Him.
Allah said next,

... ٌJِRَ ب َو َزرْعٌ َو
ٍ 1َ-ْ?تٌ ﻡ ْ َأ1-K
َ  َو...
and gardens of vines, and green crops (fields), and date
palms...
Allah's statement, next,

... ن
ٍ َا,ْ-;
ِ ُ ْh
َ َانٌ َو,ْ-;
ِ ...
Sinwanun wa (or) Ghayru Sinwan.
`Sinwan' means,
growing into two or three from a single
stem, such as figs, pomegranate and
dates.
`Ghayru Sinwan' means,
having one stem for every tree, as is the
case with most plants.
From this meaning, the paternal uncle is called
one's `Sinw' of his father.
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There is an authentic Hadith that states that the
Messenger of Allah said to Umar bin Al-Khattab,

ِ َأ,ُ ْ-;
ِ J
ِK
ُ  ?  ا
َ ن
 ت َأ
َ ْGَ ﺵ
َ 1ََأﻡ
Do you not know that man's paternal uncle is the
Sinw of his father!
Allah said next,

... J
ِ  ُآL
ُ  اlِB j
ٍ ْGَ Hَ?
َ 1َEk
َ ْGَ J
ُk
 Wَ ُ  ٍ> َو
ِ ء وَا1َ ِ HَOْ ُی...
watered with the same water; yet some of them We
make more excellent than others to eat.
Abu Hurayrah narrated that the Prophet commented on
Allah's statement, ِ  ُآ
ُ  ِ ا
ٍ َْ َ
َ ََ َْ ُ َ ُ ( َوyet some
of them We make more excellent than others to eat),

jِﻡ1َْ وَا،ُ,ْ
ُ ْ وَا،lﺱ
ِ  ِر1َWْ وَا،ُJSَ > ا
The Dagal, the Persian, the sweet, the bitter...''
At-Tirmidhi collected
"Hasan Gharib.''

this

Hadith

and

said,

Therefore, there are differences between plants and
fruits with regards to shape, color, taste, scent,
blossoms and the shape of their leaves. There are plants
that are very sweet or sour, bitter or mild, fresh; some
plants have a combination of these attributes, and the
taste then changes and becomes another taste, by
Allah's will. There is also some that are yellow in color,
or red, or white, or black, or blue, and the same can be
said about their flowers; and all these variances and
complex diversities are watered by the same water.
Surely, in this there are signs for those who have sound
reasoning, and surely, all this indicates the existence of
the Creator Who does what He wills and Whose power
made distinctions between various things and created
them as He wills. So Allah said,

:٤8 ن
َ ,ُOِ ْGْ ٍم َی,Oَ  ت
ٍ 1َ َ<ی
َ ِ َذlِB ن
  ِإ...
Verily, in these things there are Ayat for the
people who understand.
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ٍ ْﺥ
َ HِWَ 1 َأ ِء1ً ُ*َا1-ْ َأ ِءذَا ُآEُ ُْ,Sَ ٌ$M
َ Gَ Bَ ْ$M
َ ْG*َ َوإِن
>ٍ >ِیK
َ
13:5 And if you wonder, then wondrous is their
saying: "When we are dust, shall we indeed then be
(raised) in a new creation!''

ْEِ  َ ِ ُْواWَ  ا"ِی َ َآ
َ qِ ُأوَْـ
They are those who disbelieved in their Lord!

ْ ِر ُه1- ا$
ُ  َأ;َْـ
َ qِ ْ َوُأوَْـEِ Oِ َـ-ْ? َأHِB J
ُ َْـh/
Nا
َ qِ ََْوُأو
ن
َ  ﺥَـِ>و1َEِB
They are those who will have iron chains linking
their hands to their necks. They will be dwellers of
the Fire to abide therein forever.

Denying Resurrection after Death, is Strange
Allah says to His Messenger Muhammad, peace and blessings be
upon him,

... ْ$M
َ ْG*َ َوإِن
And if you wonder.
at the rejection of the polytheists who deny
Resurrection, even though they witness Allah's
signs and evidences that He made in His creation
which testify that He is able to do everything. Yet,
they admit that Allah originated the creation of all
things and brought them into existence after they
were nothing.
However, they deny Allah's claim that He will
resurrect the world anew, even though they admit
to what is more amazing than what they deny
and reject.
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... ْEُ ُْ,Sَ ٌ$M
َ Gَ Bَ ...
then wondrous is their saying:
Therefore, it is amazing that they said,

... >ٍ >ِیK
َ 
ٍ ْﺥ
َ lِWَ 1- َأ ِﺉ1ً ُ*َا1- َأ ِﺉ"َا ُآ...
When we are dust, shall we indeed then be (raised) in a
new creation,
It is an obvious fact to every sane and
knowledgeable person that creating the heavens
and earth is a greater feat than creating men,
and that He Who has originated creation is more
able to resurrect it anew,

َْض َو
ِ ْر/
N ت وَا
ِ ,َ  َـ
  ا
َ َﺥ
َ ن ا َ ا"ِى
 َأ َوَْ َی َوْاْ َأ
Hَ?
َ ُ   ِإHََ Hَ*ْ,َ ْ اH
ِ ْ أَن ُیHَ?
َ دِ ٍر1َOِ  Eِ Oِ ْR
َ ِ H
َ ْGَی
ٌ>ِیSَ ْ ٍءHﺵ
َ J
 ُآ
Do they not see that Allah, Who created
the heavens and the earth, and was not
wearied by their creation, is able to give
life to the dead! Yes, He surely is able to
do all things. (46:33)
Allah described those who deny Resurrection,

... ْEِ Sِ 1َ-ْ? َأlِB ل
ُt
َ ْhL
َ ا
َ qِ َْْ َوُأوEِ  َ ِ ُْواWَ  ا"ِی َ َآ
َ qِ  ُأوَْـ...
They are those who disbelieved in their Lord! They are
those who will have iron chains linking their hands to
their necks.
They will be dragged in the Fire by these chains,

:٥8 ن
َ ِ>و1َ ﺥ1َEِB ْ ِر ُه1-ب ا
ُ 1َْ; َأ
َ qِ  َوُأوَْـ...
They will be dwellers of the Fire to abide therein forever.
for they will remain in Hell forever and will never
escape it or be removed from it.
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ُ Eِ ِْYSَ ﺥَ'ْ ِﻡ
َ ْ>Sَ  َوvِ -َ 
َ
َ ْ اJ
َ ْYSَ vِ qَ 
 1ِ 
َ َ ,ُM
ِ ْG%َ َْو َی
'
ُ َـ2ُ َ ْا
13:6 They ask you to hasten the evil before the
good, while exemplary punishments have indeed
occurred before them.

ْEِ ِ ْw
ُ Hَ?
َ س
ِ 1-  َ ٍةWِ ْ@ َ"ُو َﻡ
َ  ن َر
 َوِإ
But verily, your Lord is full of forgiveness for
mankind, in spite of their wrongdoing.

ب
ِ 1َOGِ ْ>ِی ُ> اQ
َ َ 
َ  ن َر
 َوِإ
And verily,
punishment.

your

Lord

is

(also)

severe

in

The Disbelievers ask for the Punishment to be delivered now!
Allah said,

... 
َ َ ,ُM
ِ ْG%َ َْو َی
They ask you to hasten,
in reference to the disbelievers,

... vِ -َ 
َ
َ ْ اJ
َ ْYSَ vِ qَ  
 1ِ ...
the evil before the good,
meaning, the punishment.
Allah said in other Ayat that they said,

ٌن,ُ-ْMَ َ 
َ  ?َْ ِ ا "آْ ُ ِإ
َ ل
َ  ُ  ا"ِى1َEاْ یَ_ی,ُ1َSَو
َ ِS>ِ ـV' ِﻡ َ ا
َ -ُ إِن آvِ &َ qِ ْ ََـ1ِ 1َ-ِ*ْ_*َ 1َْ ﻡ,
َ ِیy
َ -اْ ِإذًا ﻡ,ُ1َ آ1َ َوﻡ

َ 1ِ /
  ِإvَ &َ qِ ل اْ ََـ
ُ  -َ ُ 1َﻡ
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And they say: "O you to whom the Dhikr (the
Qur'an) has been sent down! Verily, you are a
mad man! Why do you not bring angels to us if
you are of the truthful!''
We send not the angels down except with the
truth (i.e. for torment), and in that case, they
(the disbelieves) would have no respite! (15:6-8)
and two Ayat;

ب
ِ "َاGَ ْ1ِ 
َ َ ,ُM
ِ ْG%َ َْو َی
And they ask you to hasten on the torment!
(29:53-54)
Allah also said,

Aٍ Sِ ب وَا
ٍ "َاGَ ِ ٌJل ﺱَ< ِﺉ
َ _َﺱ
َ
A questioner asked concerning a torment about to
befall. (70:1)

1َEْ-ن ِﻡ
َ ,ُOWِ ْQاْ ُﻡ,ُ- وَا"ِی َ ءَا َﻡ1َEِ ن
َ ,ُ-ْ ِﻡ. ُی/
َ َ  ا"ِی1َEِ J
ُM
ِ ْG%َ َْی


َ ْ ا1َEن َأ
َ ,ُ َْGَو َی
Those who believe not therein seek to hasten it,
while those who believe are fearful of it, and
know that it is the very truth. (42:18)
and,

1َ-g
 Sِ 1َ- JM?
َ 1َ- اْ َر,ُ1َSَو
They say: "Our Lord! Hasten to us Qittana.
(38:16),
meaning, our due torment and reckoning.
Allah said that they also supplicated,

ك
َ >ِ -ِ? ْ  ِﻡ

َ ْ ا,َ ن هَـ"َا ُه
َ 1  إِن َآEُ اْ ا,ُ1َS َْوِإذ
And (remember) when they said: "O Allah! If this
(the Qur'an) is indeed the truth from You. (8:32)
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They were such rebellious, stubborn disbelievers
that they asked the Messenger to bring them
Allah's torment.
Allah replied,

... ت
ُ t
َ 2ُ َ ْ ُ اEِ ِْYSَ ﺥَ'ْ ِﻡ
َ ْ>Sَ  َو...
while exemplary punishments have indeed occurred
before them.
Meaning, `We have exerted Our punishment on
the previous disbelieving nations, and made them
a lesson and example for those who might take
heed from their destruction.'
If it was not for His forbearance and forgiveness,
Allah would have indeed punished them sooner.
Allah said in another Ayah,

1َْ ِهEw
َ Hَ?
َ ك
َ َ *َ 1َاْ ﻡ,ُY
َ  َآ1َ ِ س
َ 1-ﺥ ُ" ا ُ ا
ِ َا.ْ ُی,ََو
vٍ  )َِﻡ د
And if Allah were to punish men for that
which they earned, He would not leave a
moving creature on the surface of the
earth. (35:45)
Allah said in this honorable Ayah,

... ْEِ ِ ْw
ُ Hَ?
َ س
ِ 1-  َ ٍةWِ ْ@ َ"ُو َﻡ
َ   َوِإن َر...
But verily, your Lord is full of forgiveness for mankind in
spite of their wrongdoing.
He is full of forgiveness, pardoning and covering
the mistakes of people, in spite of their
wrongdoing and the errors committed night and
day.
Allah next reminds that His punishment is severe, so that
fear and hope are both addressed and mentioned.

:٦8 ب
ِ 1َOGِ ْ>ِی ُ> اQ
َ َ 
َ  ن َر
  َوِإ...
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And verily,
punishment.

your

Lord

is

(also)

severe

in

Allah said in other Ayat,

ْ ِم,Oَ ْ? ِ ا
َ ُ ﺱ
ُ ْ_َ  ُی َ د/
َ  َوvٍ Gَ ﺱ
ِ  َوvٍ َ ْ ر ُ&ْ ذُو َرJُOBَ ك
َ ,ُ" \ِن َآBَ
َ ِْ ِﻡMُ ْا
If they belie you, say: "Your Lord is the Owner of
vast mercy, and never will His wrath be turned
back from the people who are criminals.'' (6:147)

ٌِرٌ ر,ُW@َ َ ُ  ب َوِإ
ِ 1َOGِ ْ اAُ ِی
َ َ 
َ ن َر
 ِإ
Verily, your Lord is quick in retribution and
certainly He is Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
(7:167)
and,

ب
ُ "َاGَ ْ ا,َ  ُهHِ?"َا
َ ن
  َوَأ- ُ ِ  ُر ا,ُW@َ ْ ا1َ َأHدِى َأ1َY?
ِ ْءHYَ
ُ ِ/
Nا
Declare unto My servants that truly I am the OftForgiving, the Most Merciful. And that My torment
is indeed the most painful torment. (15:49-50)
There are many other Ayat that mention both
fear and hope.

ِ  ٌ ﻡ رv?َْ ِ ) َی
َ ل
َ ِ ُ أ/ْ,َ ُْواWَ ل ا"ِی َ َآ
ُ ,ُOَو َی
13:7 And the disbelievers say: "Why is not a sign
sent down to him from his Lord!''

 ٍد1َْ ٍم ه,Sَ J
 &ُ ِ ِ"رٌ َو-ُ' ﻡ
َ َِإ  َ< أ
You are only a warner, and to every people there is
a guide.
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Allah says:

... ِ  ٌ ﻡ رv?َْ ِ ) َی
َ ل
َ ِ ُ أUْ,َ ُْواWَ ل ا"ِی َ َآ
ُ ,ُOَو َی
And the disbelievers say: "Why is not a sign sent down
to him from his Lord!''
Allah states that out of their disbelief and
stubbornness, the idolators asked why is not a
miracle sent down to the Messenger from his
Lord, just like the earlier Messengers. For
instance, the disbelievers were being stubborn
when they asked the Prophet to turn As-Safa
into gold, to remove the mountains from around
them, and to replace them with green fields and
rivers.
Allah said,

ن
َ ,ُ و/
N  ا1َEِ ب
َ "  أَن َآ/
 ' ِإ
ِ یَـ/
N 1ِ J
َﺱ
ِ ْ َ< أَن-Gَ -َ  َﻡ1ََوﻡ
And nothing stops Us from sending the Ayat but
that the people of old denied them. (17:59)
Allah said here,

... ٌ ِ"ر-ُ' ﻡ
َ َ أ1َ   ِإ...
You are only a warner,
and your duty is only to convey Allah's Message
which He has ordered you,

َ< ُءQْ>ِى َﻡ َیE ُه>َا ُهْ َوَـ ِ&  ا َ َی
َ َْ?
َ P
َ ْ
Not upon you is their guidance, but Allah guides
whom He wills. (2:272)
Allah said;

:٧8  ٍد1َْ ٍم ه,Sَ J
 &ُ ِ َو...
And to every people there is a guide.
meaning that for every people there has been a
caller, according to Ibn Abbas and as narrated
from him by Ali bin Abi Talhah.
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Allah said in a similar Ayah,

ٌ َ"ِی1َEِB t
َ ﺥ
َ /
  ِإvٍ َوإِن ﻡ ْ ُأ ﻡ
And there never was a nation but a warner had
passed among them. (35:24)
Similar has reported from Qatadah and AbdurRahman bin Zayd.

1َ ُم َوﻡ1َْر/
N اj
ُ ِ@*َ 1َ َوﻡHَ2ُ أJ
  ُآJ
ُ ِ َْ* 1ََْ ُ ﻡGا ُ َی
ْ>َا ٍرOِ ِ ^ُ >َ -ِ? ْ ٍءHﺵ
َ J
 َ*ْدَا ُد َو ُآ
13:8 Allah knows what every female bears, and by
how much the wombs fall short (of their time or
number) or exceed. Everything with Him is in (due)
proportion.

ل
ِ 1َG%َ ُ ِْ ُ اY&َ َْـ َ> ِة اEQ
  وَا$
ِ ْ@َ ْ?َـِ ُ ا
13:9 All-Knower of the unseen and the seen, the
Most Great, the Most High.

Allah is All-Knower of Al-Ghayb (Unseen)
Allah says:

... Hَ2ُ أJ
  ُآJ
ُ ِ ْ*َ 1ََْ ُ ﻡGاّ ُ َی
Allah knows what every female bears,
Allah affirms His perfect knowledge, from which
nothing is hidden, and that He has complete
knowledge of whatever every female creature is
carrying,

 ِم1َْر/
N  اHِB 1ََْ ُ ﻡGَو َی
And He knows that which is in the wombs.
(31:34),
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whether male or female, fair or ugly,
miserable or happy, whether it will have a
long or a short life.
Allah said in other Ayat,

ٌv- K
ِ ْ َأ%ُ َض َوِإذْ أ
ِ ْر/
N َ_ ُآْ ﻡ َ اQ
َ َ َأ?َْ ُ ِ ُ&ْ ِإذْ أ,َ ُه
He knows you well when He created you from the
earth, and when you were fetuses. (53:32)
and,

|
ٍ ' َﺙَـ
ٍ ُ َـw
ُ HِB 
ٍ ْﺥ
َ >ِ ْGَ  ﻡ1ًOْﺥ
َ ْ&ُـ%ِ َـEن ُأ ﻡ
ِ ,ُgُ HِB ْ&ُ Oُ ُْRَی
He creates you in the wombs of your mother:
creation after creation in three veils of darkness.
(39:6)
meaning stage after stage.
Allah also said,

ٍ ِ}  ﻡvٍ َﺱَـ
ُ ~َْـ َ ِﻡ
ِ  ا1َ-ْOَﺥ
َ ْ>Oَ ََو
ٍ ِ&َا ٍر ﻡSَ HِB vً Wَ ْgُ ُ َـ-ْGَ K
َ  ُﺙ
vَ @َ ْkُ ْ ا1َ-ْOَR
َ Bَ vً @َ ْk ُﻡvَ Oَ َGَ ْ ا1َ-ْOَR
َ Bَ vً Oَ َ?
َ vَ Wَ ْg-  ا1َ-ْOَﺥ
َ  ُﺙ
ُ ك ا
َ  َر1َY%َ Bَ َ ﺥ
َ  ءَا1ًOْﺥ
َ ُ _َْـQ
َ َ ُﺙ  أ1ً َْ َ َـyGِ ْ ا1َْ,
َ &َ Bَ 1ً َـy?
ِ
َ ِOَِـRْ ُ ا
َ َْأ
And indeed We created man out of an extract of
clay. Thereafter We made him as a Nutfah in a
safe lodging. Then We made the Nutfah into a
clot, then We made the clot into a little lump of
flesh, then We made out of that little lump of
flesh bones, then We clothed the bones with
flesh, and then We brought it forth as another
creation. So Blessed is Allah, the Best of creators.
(23:12-14)
In the two Sahihs it is recorded that Abdullah bin
Mas`ud said that the Messenger of Allah said,
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vً Oَ َ?
َ ن
ُ ,ُ& ُﺙ  َی،1ًْﻡ,ِ َ َیGَ ْْ ِ ُأ ﻡ ِ َأرgَ lِB Aُ َ ْM ِ> ُآْ ُی
َ  َأ
َ ْﺥ
َ ن
 ِإ
1ً&َ ِإَْ ِ َﻡ
ُ |ا
ُ Gَ ْY ُﺙ  َی،َِ َذJ
َ ْ2 ِﻡvً @َ ْkن ُﻡ
ُ ,ُ& ُﺙ  َی،َِ َذJ
َ ْ2ِﻡ
ْ َأوl
N Oِ ﺵ
َ  َو،َِِ ?
َ  َو،ِ^ِ ْ ?
ُ  َو،ِSِ ْ ِرز$
ِ ْ%&َ ِ ،ٍت1َ ِ َآAِ َ ْْ َﻡ ُ َِ_ر.ُ Bَ
>ِGﺱ
َ
The matter of the creation of one of you is put
together in the womb of the mother in forty days,
and then he becomes a clot of thick blood for a
similar period, and then a piece of flesh for a
similar period. Then Allah sends an angel who is
ordered to write four things. He is ordered to
write down;
•

his provisions,

•

his life span,

•

his deeds, and

•

whether he will be blessed or wretched.''

In another Hadith, the Prophet said,

ِ>ٌ؟Gﺱ
َ ْ َأمl
N Oِ ﺵ
َ ب َأ
 ؟ َأيْ َرHَ2ْب َأ َذ َآٌ َأمْ ُأ
  َأيْ َر:
ُ ََ ْل ا
ُ ,ُOَ Bَ
ََ ْ ا$
ُ %ُْ& َو َی:
ُ لا
ُ ,ُOَ Bَ ُ؟JK
َ _َْ ا1َ Bَ  ا زْقٌ؟1َ Bَ
Then the angel asks, "O my Lord! Is it a male or a
female, miserable or happy, what is its provisions
and life span!''
Allah then ordains and the angel records it.
Allah said next,

...  َ*ْدَا ُد1َ ُم َوﻡ1َْرL
َ اj
ُ ِ@*َ 1َ َوﻡ...
and by how much the wombs fall short or exceed.
Al-Bukhari recorded that Abdullah bin Umar said that the
Messenger of Allah said,

:
ُ  ا1  ِإEُ ُ َْG َی1َ ،ٌPْ ﺥ
َ $
ِ ْ@َ ْ ا
ُ ِ*1َWَﻡ
،ُ ا1 ٍ> ِإh
َ lِB 1ََْ ُ ﻡG َی1َ •
،ُ ا1 ُم ِإ1َْ اَْ_رj
ُ ِ@*َ 1ََْ ُ ﻡG َی1َ• َو
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،ُ ا1>ٌ ِإ
َ  ُ َأg
َ َ ْ اlِ*ْ_ َیHَ%َْ ُ َﻡG َی1ََو
،ُت,ُ *َ ض
ٍ ْي َأر
 _َِ ٌPْWَ  َ*>ْرِي1ََو
 ا1 ِإvُ ?
َ 1 ُم ا,ُO*َ Hَ%َْ ُ َﻡG َی1ََو

•
•
•

The Keys of the Ghayb (unseen knowledge) are
five, nobody knows them but Allah.
•

Nobody knows what will happen tomorrow
except Allah;

•

nobody knows what is in the womb except
Allah;

•

nobody knows when it will rain except
Allah;

•

no soul knows at what place he will die
except Allah; and

•

nobody knows when the (Final) Hour will
begin except Allah.

Al-Awfi reported from Ibn Abbas that he said,

 ا َرَْ ُم
ُ ِ َ َ!( َوand by how much the wombs fall
short),
this refers to miscarriages,

ْدَا ُد#َ َ!( َوor exceed),
this refers to carrying her fetus in her
womb for the full term. Some women
carry their fetus for ten months, while
others for nine months. Some terms are
longer or shorter than others. This is the
falling short or exceeding that Allah the
Exalted mentioned, and all this occurs by
His knowledge.''

:٨8 ر
ٍ ْ>َاOِ ِ ^ُ >َ -ِ? ْ ٍءlﺵ
َ J
  َو ُآ...
Everything with Him is in proportion.
Qatadah commented on Allah's statement,
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"For a term appointed. Allah has the records of
the provisions and terms of His creation and
made an appointed term for everything.''
An authentic Hadith mentioned that;
one of the Prophet's daughters sent (a
messenger) to him requesting him to come as her
child was dying, but the Prophet returned the
messenger and told him to say to her,

J
ٍK
َ _َِ ^ُ >َ ْ-?
ِ ْ ٍءlﺵ
َ J
  َو ُآ،Hَgْ? َأ1َ وََ ُ ﻡ،َ"ﺥ
َ  َأ1َ ﻡ
ِ ن
 ِإ
$ِ%َ ْ%َ ْْ َوYِ ْV%َ ْBَ 1َ ُُوهBَ ،HI 
َ ُﻡ
Verily, whatever Allah takes is for Him and
whatever He gives is for Him, and
everything with Him has a limited fixed
term (in this world), and so she should be
patient and hope for Allah's reward.
Allah said next,

...  َد ِة1َEQ
  وَا$
ِ ْ@َ ِْ ُ ا1َ?
All-Knower of the Ghayb (the
Shahadah (the witness able),

unseen)

and

the

Who knows everything that the servants see and
all what they cannot see, and none of it ever
escapes His knowledge,

... ُ ِY&َ ْ ا...
the Most Great, (greater than everything),

:٩8 ل
ِ 1َG%َ ُ ْ ا...
the Most High. (above everything),

1َ ْ?
ِ ْ ٍءHﺵ
َ J
 &ُ ِ ط
َ 1َ>ْ َأSَ
(Allah) surrounds all things in (His) knowledge.
(65:12),
and has full power over all things, the necks are
under His control and the servants are
subservient to Him, willingly or unwillingly.
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,َ  َ ِ ِ َو َﻡ ْ ُهEَ K
َ ْ ل َو َﻡ
َ ْ,Oَ ْﺱ  ا
َ ْ ُ&ْ ﻡ ْ َأ-َ)ءٌ ﻡ,ﺱ
َ
 ِر1َE- 1ِ ٌ ِرب1َ َوﺱJ
ِ ْ1ِ 
ٍ ْR%َ ُْﻡ
13:10 It is the same (to Him) whether any of you
conceals his speech or declares it openly, whether
he be hid by night or goes forth freely by day.

ِ ْ َ ُ ِﻡ ْ َأﻡ,ُyWَ ْ ِ َیWِ ْﺥ
َ ْ َـ'ٌ ﻡ َْ ِ َی َ>یْ ِ َو ِﻡYO Gَ َ ُ ُﻡ
ِ ا
13:11 For him (each person), there are angels in
succession, before and behind him. They guard him
by the command of Allah.

ْEِ 
ِ Wُ َ_ِ 1َ ُی َ@ ُواْ ﻡH%
َ ْ ٍم,Oَ ِ 1َ ُی َ@ ُ ﻡ/
َ َ ن ا
 ِإ
Verily, Allah will not change the (good) condition of
a people as long as they do not change their state
(of goodness) themselves.

ِ ِ ْ ﻡ دُوEُ َ 1َ َﻡ َ د َ ُ َوﻡt
َ Bَ ءًا,ُْمٍ ﺱ,Oَ ِ ُ َوِإذَ) َأرَا َد ا
ل
ٍ ِﻡ وَا
But when Allah wills a people's punishment, there
can be no turning it back, and they will find besides
Him no protector.

Allah's Knowledge encompasses all Things Apparent and
Hidden
Allah says:

... ِ ِ َ Eَ K
َ ل َو َﻡ
َ ْ,Oَ ْﺱ  ا
َ &ُ ﻡ ْ َأ-َاء ﻡ,ﺱ
َ
It is the same (to Him) whether any of you conceals his
speech or declares it openly,
Allah
declares
that
His
knowledge
is
encompassing all of His creation, those who
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declare their speech or hide it, He hears it and
nothing of it ever escapes His observation.
Allah said in other Ayat,

HَWْ  َوَأﺥ
 َْ ُ اGِ\  ُ َیBَ ل
ِ ْ,Oَ ْ1ِ ْEَ ْM*َ َوإِن
And if you speak aloud, then verily, He knows the
secret and that which is yet more hidden. (20:7)
and,

ن
َ ,ُ-ِْG*ُ 1َن َوﻡ
َ ,ُWْR*ُ 1ََْ ُ ﻡGَو َی
And (Allah) knows what you conceal and what
you reveal.
A'ishah said, "All praise is due to Allah Whose
hearing has encompassed all voices! By Allah, she
who came to complain about her husband to the
Messenger of Allah was speaking while I was in
another part of the room, yet I did not hear some
of what she said.
Allah sent down,

Hِ&%َ ْQ*َ  َو1َEK
ِ ْ َزوHِB 
َ ُ ِد1َM*ُ Hِ%ل ا
َ ْ,َS ُ  اAَ ِ ﺱ
َ ْ>Sَ
ٌِVَ ٌAِ ﺱ
َ َ ن ا
  ُو َر ُآ < ِإ1َ*َ Aُ َ ْ ا ِ وَا ُ َیHَِإ
Indeed Allah has heard the statement of
her that disputes with you concerning her
husband and complains to Allah. And Allah
hears the argument between you both.
Verily, Allah is All-Hearer, All-Seer. (58:1)
Allah said next,

... J
ِ ْ1ِ 
ٍ ْR%َ ْ ُﻡ,َ  َو َﻡ ْ ُه...
whether he be hid by night,
in his house in the darkness of the night,

:١٠8 ر
ِ 1َE-1ِ ٌ ِرب1َ َوﺱ...
or goes forth freely by day.
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moves about during the daylight;
encompassed by Allah's knowledge.

both

are

Allah said in other Ayat,

ْEُ َ 1َن ِﺙ
َ ,ُQْ@%َ ْ ِ َ َی/َأ
Surely, even when they cover themselves with
their garments. (11:5)
and,

ْ ن ِﻡ
َ ,َُ ْG*َ /
َ ن َو
ٍ ْءَاSُ ْ ُ ِﻡ-اْ ِﻡ,ُْ%*َ 1َن َوﻡ
ٍ ْ_ﺵ
َ HِB ن
ُ ,ُ&*َ 1ََوﻡ

َ  ? ر
َ ب
ُ ُ ْG َی1َِ ِ َوﻡB ن
َ ,ُkِW*ُ ْدًا ِإذ,ُEﺵ
ُ ْ&ُ َْ?
َ 1- ُآ/
  ِإJ
ٍ َ?
َ

َ ِ َأ;ْ َ@ َ ِﻡ َذ/
َ  َ< ِء َو
  اHِB /
َ ض َو
ِ ْر/
N  اlِB ل َذ ر ٍة
ِ 1َOْ2ِﻡ ﻡ
ٍ ِYب ﻡ
ٍ 1َ% ِآHِB /
  َ ِإYَ ْ َأآ/َو
Neither you do any deed nor recite any portion of
the Qur'an nor you do any deed, but We are
witness thereof when you are doing it.
And nothing is hidden from your Lord (so much
as) the weight of a speck of dust on the earth or
in the heaven. Not what is less than that or what
is greater than that but is (written) in a Clear
Record. (10:61)

The Guardian Angels
Allah said next,

... ِ ّ َ ُ ِﻡ ْ َأﻡْ ِ ا,ُyWَ ْ ِ َیWِ ْﺥ
َ ْ تٌ ﻡ َْ ِ َی َ>یْ ِ َو ِﻡ1َYO Gَ َ ُ ُﻡ
For him (each person), there are angels in succession,
before and behind him. They guard him by the command
of Allah.
Allah states that there are angels who take turns
guarding each servant, some by night and some
by day. These angels protect each person from
harm and accidents.
There are also angels who take turns recording
the good and evil deeds, some angels do this by
day and some by night.
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There are two angels, one to the right and one to
the left of each person, recording the deeds. The
angel to the right records the good deeds, while
the angel to the left records the evil deeds.
There are also two angels that guard and protect
each person, one from the back and one from in
front. Therefore, there are four angels that
surround each person by day and they are
replaced by four others at night, two scribes and
two guards.
An authentic Hadith states,

lِB ن
َ ,ُGِ %َ ْM َو َی،ِر1َE-1 ٌv&َ  ِﺉ1َ َو َﻡJ
ِ ْ1ِ ٌv&َ  ِﺉ1َِ ُ&ْ َﻡB ن
َ ,ُYSَ 1َG%َ َی
،ِْVGَ ْ ِة ا1َ;
َ  َو
ِ ْYV
  ِة ا1َ;
َ

َ ْ َآ:ْ&ُ ِ ُ َْ? َأ,َ ْ َو ُهEُ ُ_ََْ Bَ ْ&ُ ِB ا,ُ*1َ َ  ُ> ِإَْ ِ ا"ِیGَ ْVَ Bَ
دِي؟1َY?
ِ ْ%ُ َْ* َآ
ن,V
َ  ُهْ َو ُهْ ُی1َ-ْ َو َ* َآ،َن,V
َ  ُهْ َو ُهْ ُی1َ-ْ*َ  َأ:ن
َ ,ُ,ُOَ Bَ
Angels take turns around you, some at night and
some by day, and all of them assemble together
at the time of the Fajr and `Asr prayers.
Then those who have stayed with you throughout
the night, ascend to Allah Who asks them, and He
knows the answer better than they about you,
"How have you left My servants?''
They reply, "As we have found them praying, we
have left them praying.''
Imam Ahmad recorded that Abdullah said that the
Messenger of Allah said,

َ  ُ ِﻡ-ُ ِیSَ   َوM
ِ ْ ُ ِﻡ َ ا-ُ ِیSَ ِ ِ J
َ >ْ وُ آSَ  َو1 ٍ> ِإ
َ ْ ُ&ْ ِﻡ ْ َأ- ِﻡ1َﻡ
vَ& ِﺉ1ََ ْا
Verily, every one among you has his companion
from the Jinn and his companion from the
angels.''
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They said, "And you too, O Allah's Messenger!''
He said,

ْR
َ ِ 1 ِإlُِ  َی_ْ ُﻡ1َBَ ،َِْ?
َ lِ-َ 1َ?َ أ
َ  َوَ ِ&  ا،َي1َوِإی
And I too, except that Allah has helped me
against him, so he only orders me to do good.
Muslim collected this Hadith.
Ibn Abi Hatim narrated that Ibrahim said,
"Allah revealed to a Prophet from among the
Children of Israel, `Say to your nation: every
people of a village or a house who used to obey
Allah but changed their behavior to disobeying
Him, then He will take away from them what they
like and exchange it for what they dislike.''
Ibrahim next said that this statement has proof in
Allah's Book,

... ْEِ 
ِ Wُ ْ_َِ 1َ ُی َ@ ُواْ ﻡH%
َ ْ ٍم,Oَ ِ 1َ ُی َ@ ُ ﻡ/
َ َ ّن ا
  ِإ...
Verily, Allah will not change the (good) condition
of a people as long as they do not change their
state (of goodness) themselves.

:١١8 ل
ٍ ُ ﻡ دُو ِ ِ ِﻡ وَاEَ 1َ َﻡ َ د َ ُ َوﻡt
َ Bَ  ًءا,ُْ ٍم ﺱ,Oَ ِ ُ ّ َوِإذَا َأرَا َد ا...
But when Allah wills a people's punishment, there can be
no turning it back, and they will find besides Him no
protector.

ب
َ 1
َ
  ُء اHِQْ- َو ُی1ًGَ }
َ  َو1ًBْ,ﺥ
َ ق
َ ْYَ ْ ا"ِى ُیِی ُ& ُ ا,َ ُه
ل
َ 1َO2 ا
13:12 It is He Who shows you the lightning, as a
fear and as a hope. And it is He Who brings up the
clouds, heavy (with water).
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ِ %ِ Wَ ِ ِﻡ ْ ﺥvُ &َ qِ  ْ ِ> ِ^ وَاْ َْـ
َ ِ >ُ ْ?  ا
ُ Y 
َ َو ُی
13:13 And Ar-Ra'd (thunder) glorifies and praises
Him, and so do the angels because of His awe.

ن
َ ,ُ>ِ َـMَ< ُء َو ُهْ ُیQ َﻡ َی1َEِ $
ُ ِVُ Bَ 
َ?
ِ ,َ V
  اJ
ُﺱ
ِ َْو ُی
ِ  اHِB
He sends the thunderbolts, and therewith He strikes
whom He wills, yet they (disbelievers) dispute
about Allah.

ل
ِ 1َِ ْﺵ>ِی ُ> ا
َ ,َ َو ُه
And He is Mighty
punishment.

in

strength

and

Severe

in

Clouds, Thunder and Lightning are Signs of Allah's Power
Allah says:

... ق
َ ْYَ ْ ا"ِي ُیِی ُ& ُ ا,َ ُه
It is He Who shows you the lightning,
Allah states that He has full power over Al-Barq
(lightning), which is the bright light that
originates from within clouds.
Ibn Jarir recorded that;
Ibn Abbas once wrote to Abu Al-Jald asking about
the meaning of Al-Barq, and he said that it is
water.

... 1ًGَ }
َ  َو1ًBْ,ﺥ
َ ...
as a fear and as a hope.
Qatadah commented on Allah's statement,
"Fear for travelers, for they feel afraid of its harm
and hardship, and hope for residents, awaiting its
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blessing and
provisions.''

benefit

and

anticipating

Allah's

Allah said next,

:١٢8 ل
َ 1َO2ب ا
َ 1َ
  ُء اHِQْ- َو ُی...
And it is He Who brings up the clouds, heavy.
meaning, He originates the clouds that are heavy
and close to the ground because of being laden
with rain.
Mujahid said that;
this part of the Ayah is about clouds that are
heavy with rain.
Allah's statement,

... ^ِ >ِ ْ 
َ ِ >ُ ْ?  ا
ُ Y 
َ َو ُی
And Ar-Ra'd (thunder) glorifies and praises Him,
is similar to His other statement,

^ِ >َ ْ 
َ ِ 
ُ Y 
َ  ُی/
 ْ ٍء ِإHﺵ
َ َوإِن ﻡ
And there is not a thing but glorifies His praise.
(17:44)
Imam Ahmad recorded that Ibrahim bin Sa`d said,
"My father told me that he was sitting next to
Hamid bin Abdur Rahman in the Masjid. A man
from the tribe of Ghifar passed and Hamid sent
someone to him to please come to them. When
he came, Hamid said to me, `My nephew! Make
space for him between me and you, for he had
accompanied Allah's Messenger.'
When that man came, he sat between me and
Hamid and Hamid said to him, `What was the
Hadith that you narrated to me from the
Messenger of Allah?'
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He said, `A man from Ghifar said that he heard
the Prophet say,

،ِْg-  َ ا
َ ْ َأ
ُg
ِ ْ-َ Bَ ب
َ 1َ
  ُء اHِQْ- ُی
َ ن ا
 ِإ
ِk
  َ ا
َ ْ َأ
ُ
َ ْkَو َی
Verily, Allah originates the clouds, and
they speak in the most beautiful voice and
laugh in the most beautiful manner.
It appears, and Allah has the best knowledge,
that the cloud's voice is in reference to thunder
and its laughter is the lightning.
Musa bin Ubaydah narrated that Sa`d bin Ibrahim said,
"Allah sends the rain and indeed, none has a
better smile than it, nor more comforting voice.
Its smile is lightning and its voice is thunder.''

... ِ %ِ Wَ ِ ِﻡ ْ ﺥvُ &َ  ِﺉt
َ َ ْ وَا...
and so do the angels because of His awe.

Supplicating to Allah upon hearing Ar-Ra`d (Thunder)
Imam Ahmad recorded that Salim bin Abdullah narrated that his
father said that the Messenger of Allah used to say upon
hearing the thunder and thunderbolts,

ِ َذJْYSَ 1َ-Bِ 1َ? َو،َِ "َاGَ ِ 1َ-ْ&ِْE*ُ 1َ َو،َYِ k
َ @َ ِ 1َ-ْ%ُ ْO*َ 1َ  Eُ ا
O Allah! Do not kill us with Your anger, nor destroy us
with Your torment, and save us before that.''
This Hadith was recorded by At-Tirmidhi, Al-Bukhari in
his book Al-Adab Al-Mufrad, An-Nasa'i in `Amal Al-Yawm
wal-Laylah, and Al-Hakim in Al-Mustadrak.
When Abdullah bin Az-Zubayr used to hear thunder, he would
stop talking and would supplicate,
"All praise is to He Whom Ar-Ra`d (thunder) glorifies
and praises, and so do the angels because of His awe.''
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He would then say, "This is a stern warning to the people
of earth.''
Malik collected this Hadith in Al-Muwatta', and AlBukhari in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad.
Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Hurayrah said that the
Messenger of Allah said,

،ِJْ1ِ َ g
َ َ ْ ُ اEُ %ُْOَ ْ ََ_ﺱlِ,ُ?1َ}ِ>ِي َأY?
َ ن
 ْ َأ,َ :J
K
َ ?  َو
َ ْ&ُ  ل َر
َ 1َS
>ْ? ت ا
َ ْ,;
َ ْEُ %ُ ْGَ ْ َأﺱ1َ َ َو،ِر1َE-1ِ P
َ ْQ
  ُ اEِ َْ?
َ '
ُ ْGَْ}َوَأ
Your Lord, the Exalted and Most High, said, `Had My
servants obeyed Me, I would have given them rain by
night and the sun by day, and would not have made
them hear the sound of the Ra`d (thunder).'
Allah's statement,

... ء1َQ َﻡ َی1َEِ $
ُ ِVُ Bَ 
َ?
ِ َا,V
  اJ
ُﺱ
ِ ْ َو ُی...
He sends the thunderbolts, and therewith He strikes
whom He wills,
indicates that He sends thunderbolts as
punishment upon whom He wills, and this is why
thunderbolts increase as time comes to an end.
Al-Hafiz Abu Al-Qasim At-Tabarani narrated that Ibn
Abbas said that;
Arbad bin Qays bin Juzu' bin Julayd bin Jafar bin
Kulab, and Amir bin At-Tufayl bin Malik came to
Al-Madinah to the Messenger of Allah and sat
where he was sitting.
Amir bin At-Tufayl said, "O Muhammad! What will
you give me if I embrace Islam!''
The Messenger of Allah said,

ِEَْ?
َ 1َ ﻡ
َ َْ?
َ  ِْ ُِْ ِ َ َو1َ ﻡ
َ َ
You will have the rights and duties of all Muslims.
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Amir bin At-Tufayl said, "Will you make me your
successor if I embrace Islam?''
The Messenger of Allah said,

JْR
َ ْ اvَ - ?
ِ  َأ
َ َ ْ &ِ َ َو،َْ ِﻡ,Oَ ِ 1َ َو
َ َ 
َ ِ َذP
َ َْ
That is not your right, nor your people's right.
However, I could appoint you a commander of the
horsemen (i.e., war).
Amir said, "I am already the commander of the
horsemen of Najd (in the north of Arabia). Give
me control over the desert and you keep the
cities.''
The Messenger of Allah refused.
When these two men were leaving the Messenger
of Allah, Amir said, "By Allah! I will fill it (AlMadinah) with horses and men (hostile to
Muslims).''
The Messenger of Allah replied,

 ا
َ Gُ -َ ْ َی
Rather, Allah will prevent you.
When Amir and Arbad left, Amir said, "O Arbad! I
will keep Muhammad busy while talking to him,
so you can strike him with the sword. Verily, if
you kill Muhammad, the people (Muslims) will
agree to take blood money and will hate to wage
war over his murder. Then we will give them the
blood money.''
Arbad said, "I will do that,'' and they went back to
the Messenger.
Amir said, "O Muhammad! Stand next to me so
that I can talk to you.''
The Messenger stood up, and they both stood
next to a wall talking to each other. Arbad wanted
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to grab his sword, but his hand froze when it
touched the sword's handle and he could not take
the sword out of its sheath.
Arbad did not strike the Messenger as Amir
suggested, and the Messenger of Allah looked at
Arbad and realized what he was doing, so he
departed.
When Arbad and Amir left the Messenger of Allah
and arrived at Al-Harrah of Waqim area, they
dismounted from their horses. However, Sa`d bin
Mu`adh and Usayd bin Hudayr came out saying,
"Come, O enemies of Allah! May Allah curse you.''
Amir asked, "Who is this with you, O Sa`d?''
Sa`d said, "This is Usayd bin Hudayr.''
They fled until they reached the Riqm area, where
Allah struck Arbad with a bolt of lightning and he
met his demise.
As for Amir, he went on until he reached the
Kharim area, where Allah sent an open ulcer that
struck him. During that night, Amir took refuge in
a woman's house, from Banu Salul. Amir kept
touching his open ulcer and saying, "An ulcer as
big as a camel's hump, while I am at the house of
a woman from Bani Salul, seeking to bring my
death in her house!''
He rode his horse, but he died while riding it
headed to his area.
Allah sent down these Ayat (13:8-11) in their
case, َ$ُ َیْ َ ُ) !َ َ(ْ ِ' ُ ُآ & أ+ُ ّ( اﻝAllah knows what every
female bears) until, ل
ٍ  وَا/ِ! +ِ ِ  دُو/! )ُ( َو!َ َﻝ...and
they will find besides Him no protector).
Ibn Abbas commented,
"The angels in succession, guard Muhammad,
peace be upon him, by the command of Allah.''
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He next mentioned the demise of Arbad by Allah's
َ 
ِ َا13
2  ُ اﻝ4
ِ ْ( َو ُیHe
command, reciting this Ayah, 0
sends the thunderbolts,)''
Allah said next,

... ِ ّ اlِB ن
َ ,ُ ِد1َM َو ُهْ ُی...
yet they (disbelievers) dispute about Allah.
they doubt Allah's greatness and that there is no
deity worthy of worship except Him,

:١٣8 ل
ِ 1َِ ْﺵ>ِی ُ> ا
َ ,َ  َو ُه...
And He is Mighty in strength and Severe in punishment.
Allah's torment is severe against those who rebel
against Him, defy Him and persist in disbelief,
according to the Tafsir of Ibn Jarir At-Tabari.
There is a similar Ayah in the Qur'an,

ن
َ ُوGُ ْQ َی/
َ ْ َﻡ&ًْا َو ُه1َْ&َ َو َﻡ َ&ُواْ َﻡ&ًْا َو َﻡ
َ ِGَ ْKْ َأEُ ْ َﻡ,Sَ ْ َوEُ  َد ﻡَْـ1 َﻡ&ْ ِ ِهْ َأvُ Yَ Oِ ن ?َـ
َ 1َ آ
َ ْْ َآy
ُ 1َB
So they plotted a plot, and We planned a plan,
while they perceived not. Then see how was the
end of their plot! Verily, We destroyed them and
their nation all together. (27:50-51)

ِ َ('ِ ْ اﻝ5ُ ِی56
َ 1َ ( َو ُهAnd He is
Ali bin Abi Talib said that, ل
Mighty in strength and Severe in punishment (AlMihal)),
means, His punishment is severe.



َ ْ ُة ا,َ ْ?َ ُ َد
13:14 For Him is the Word of Truth.
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/
 ْ ٍء ِإHQ
َ ِ ُEَ ن
َ ,ُYِM%َ ْ َی/
َ ِ ِ ن ِﻡ دُو
َ ,ُ?ْ>وَا"ِی َ َی
1َِ ِ@ ِ َوﻡ1َYِ ,َ  ُه1َ ُ^ َوﻡ1َB َ ُْYَ ِ  اْ َ< ِءHَْ ِ ِإW  َآ
ِ
ِ َـYَآ
J
ٍ ﺽَـ
َ HِB /
 ِی َ ِإWِ ُد?َ< ُء اْ&َـ
And those whom they invoke besides Him, answer
them no more than one who stretches forth his
hand for water to reach his mouth, but it reaches
him not; and the invocation of the disbelievers is
nothing but misguidance.

A Parable for the Weakness of the False Gods of the
Polytheists
Ali bin Abi Talib said that Allah's statement,

... 

َ ْ ُة ا,َ ْ?َ ُ َد
For Him is the Word of Truth.
is in reference to Tawhid, according to Ibn Jarir
At-Tabari.
Ibn Abbas, Qatadah, and Malik who narrated it from
Muhammad bin Al-Munkadir, said that, 0َ(ْ ُة اﻝ1
َ ْ َد+ُ ( َﻝFor
Him is the Word of Truth),
means, "La ilaha illallah.''
Allah said next,

... ِ ِ ن ِﻡ دُو
َ ,ُ?ْ> وَا"ِی َ َی...
And those whom they invoke besides Him...,
meaning, the example of those who worship
others besides Allah,

,َ  ُه1َ ُ^ َوﻡ1َB َ ُْYَ ِ ء1َ ْ اHَْ ِ ِإW  َآ
ِﺱ
ِ 1َY َآ/
 ْ ٍء ِإlQ
َ ِ ُEَ ن
َ ,ُYِM%َ ْ َی/
َ ...
... ِ @ِ ِ1َYِ
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answer them no more than one who stretches forth his
hand for water to reach his mouth, but it reaches him
not;

9ُ َ :َ ُْ;َ  ِإﻝَ اﻝْ'َء ِﻝ+ِ ْ2 > َآ
ِ4
ِ َ;( َآlike one who stretches forth his
hand for water to reach his mouth), Ali bin Abi Talib
commented,
"Like he who stretches his hand on the edge of a
deep well to reach the water, even though his
hands do not reach it; so how can the water
reach his mouth!''
Mujahid said about,
forth his hand),

+ِ ْ2 > َآ
ِ4
ِ َ;( َآlike one who stretches

"Calling the water with his words and pointing at
it, but it will never come to him this way.''
The meaning of this Ayah is that he who stretches his
hand to water from far away, to either collect some or
draw some from far away, will not benefit from the water
which will not reach his mouth, where water should be
consumed.
Likewise, those idolators who call another deity besides
Allah, will never benefit from these deities in this life or
the Hereafter, hence Allah's statement,

:١٤8 ل
ٍt
َ ﺽ
َ lِB /
 ِی َ ِإBِ 1َ&ْء ا1َ? ُد1َ َوﻡ...
and the invocation of the disbelievers is nothing
but misguidance.

1ً َو َآْه1ً?ْ,}
َ ض
ِ ْر/
N ت وَا
ِ ,َ  َـ
  اHِB  ُ> َﻡM
ُ ْوَ ِ َی
ل
ِ 1َ;/
N ْ ُ@ ُ> و وَا1ِ ُEَُـw
ِ َو
13:15 And unto Allah falls in prostration whoever is
in the heavens and the earth, willingly or
unwillingly, and so do their shadows in the
mornings and in the afternoons.
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Everything prostrates unto Allah
Allah tells:

... 1ً َو َآْه1ً?ْ,}
َ ض
ِ ْرL
َ ت وَا
ِ وَا1َ 
  اlِB  ُ> َﻡM
ُ َْوِّ ِ َی
And unto Allah falls in prostration whoever is in the
heavens and the earth, willingly or unwillingly,
Allah affirms His might and power, for He has full
control over everything, and everything is
subservient to Him. Therefore, everything,
including the believers, prostrate to Allah
willingly, while the disbelievers do so unwillingly,

... ْ ُ@ ُ> و1ِ ُEُtِw َو...
and so do their shadows in the mornings,
in the beginning of the days,

:١٥8 ل
ِ 1َ;U وَا...
and in the afternoons.
towards the end of the days.
Allah said in another Ayah,

_ُ Wَ %َ ْ ٍء َیHﺵ
َ  ا ُ ِﻡ
َ َﺥ
َ Hََأ َو َ ْ َ َوْاْ ِإ
Have they not observed things that Allah has
created: (how) their shadows incline. (16:48)

ُ  اJ
ِ Sُ ض
ِ ْر/
N ت وَا
ِ ,َ  َـ
 ب ا
 ْ َﻡ رJSُ
13:16 Say: "Who is the Lord of the heavens and the
earth!'' Say: "(It is) Allah.''

1ًGْWَ ْEِ 
ِ Wُ ْL
َ ن
َ ,ُ&ِْ  َی/
َ "ْ ُ*ْ ﻡ دُو ِ ِ َأوَِْ< َءR
َ * 1َBْ َأJSُ
اIﺽ
َ /
َ َو
Say: "Have you then taken (for worship) Awliya'
(protectors) other than Him, such as have no power
either for benefit or for harm to themselves!''
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ِى,%َ ْ*َ ْJِ ُ َأمْ َهVYَ ْ وَاHَ ْ?/
N ِى ا,%َ َْْ یJْ َهJSُ
ِ Oِ ْR
َ اْ َآ,ُOَﺥ
َ ﺵ َآَ< َء
ُ ِ  ْا,ُGَ K
َ ْ ُر أَم,-' وَا
ُ ُ َـy
 ا
ْEِ َْ?
َ 
ُ ْR
َ ْ َ َ ا1َQ%َ Bَ
Say: "Is the blind equal to the one who sees Or
darkness equal to light Or do they assign to Allah
partners who created the like of His creation, so
that the creation seemed alike to them!''

ُ ـEOَ ْ ُ> ا
ِ َا,ْ ا,َ ْ ٍء َو ُهHﺵ
َ J
  ُآ
ُ ِ ا ُ ﺥَـJ
ِ Sُ
Say: "Allah is the Creator of all things; and He is the
One, the Irresistible.''

Affirming Tawhid
Allah says:

/
َ ء1َِْ"ْ*ُ ﻡ دُو ِ ِ َأوR
َ * 1َBْ َأJSُ ُ ّ اJ
ِ Sُ ض
ِ ْرL
َ ت وَا
ِ وَا1َ 
 ب ا
 ْ َﻡ رJSُ
... اIﺽ
َ /
َ  َو1ًGْWَ ْEِ 
ِ Wُ َ_ِ ن
َ ,ُ&ِْ َی
Say: "Who is the Lord of the heavens and the earth!''
Say: "(It is) Allah.''
Say: "Have you then taken (for worship) Awliya'
(protectors) other than Him, such as have no power
either for benefit or for harm to themselves!''
Allah affirms here that there is no deity worthy of
worship except Him, since they admit that He
alone created the heavens and the earth and that
He is their Lord and the Disposer of all affairs.
Yet, they take as lords others besides Allah and
worship them, even though these false gods do
not have the power to benefit or harm
themselves, or those who worship them.
Therefore, the polytheists will not benefit or have
harm removed from them by these false deities.
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Are those who worship the false deities instead of
Allah equal to those who worship Him alone,
without partners, and thus have a light from their
Lord.
This is why Allah said here,

ْ ُر َأم,-ت وَا
ُ 1َ ُy
 ِي ا,%َ ْ*َ ْJِ ُ َأمْ َهVYَ ْ وَاHَ ْ?L
َ ِي ا,%َ ْْ َیJْ َهJSُ ...
... ْEِ َْ?
َ 
ُ ْR
َ ْ َ َ ا1َQ%َ Bَ ِ Oِ ْR
َ اْ َآ,ُOَﺥ
َ ء1َﺵ َآ
ُ ِ ِّ ْا,ُGَ K
َ
Say:
"Is the blind equal to the one who sees!
Or darkness equal to light!
Or do they assign to Allah partners who created the like
of His creation, so that the creations seemed alike to
them!''
Allah asks, `Do these polytheists worship gods
besides Him that rival Him in what He created!
Have their false deities created similar creations
to those Allah created and, thus, they are
confused between the two types of creations, not
knowing which was created by others besides
Allah!'
Rather, the Ayah proves that the truth is nothing
like this. There is none similar to Allah, nor does
He have an equal, a rival, anyone like Him, a
minister, a son, or a wife. Allah is glorified in that
He is far away from all that is ascribed to Him.
These
idolators
worship
gods
that
they
themselves admit were created by Allah and are
subservient to Him. They used to say during their
Talbiyah: "Here we rush to Your obedience.
There is no partner for You, except Your partner,
You own him and he owns not.''
Allah also mentioned their polytheistic statements
in other Ayat,
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HَWْ ا ِ ُزHََ< ِإ,ُ Oَ ُ ِ /
  ُ> ُهْ ِإYُ ْGَ 1َﻡ
We worship them only that they may bring
us near to Allah. (39:3)
Allah admonished them for this false creed,
stating that only those whom He chooses are
allowed to intercede with Him,

ُ َ ن
َ  ِ َ ْ َأ ِذ/
  َ> ُ^ ِإ-ِ? vُ Gَ َـWQ
  اAُ Wَ -*َ /
َ َو
Intercession with Him profits not except
for him whom He permits. (34:23)

ت
ِ ,َ  َـ
  اHِB 
ٍ ََو َآْ ﻡ ﻡ
And there are many
heavens.....(53:26)

angels

in

the

and,

ِ  ا ْ َـHِ*) /
 ض ِإ
ِ ْر/
N ت وَا
ِ ,َ  َـ
  اHِB  َﻡJ
 إِن ُآ
ْ>ًاY?
َ
? ّ>ًا
َ ْ? > ُه
َ ْ َوEُ َـVْ>ْ َأOَ 
ْدًاBَ vِ َ َـOِ ْْ َم ا,ْ ءَا*ِ ِ َیEُ َو ُآ
There is none in the heavens and the earth
but comes unto the Most Gracious (Allah)
as a servant. Verily, He knows each one of
them, and has counted them a full
counting. And everyone of them will come
to Him alone on the Day of Resurrection.
(19:93-95)
If all are Allah's servants, then why do any of
them worships each other without proof or
evidence that allows them to do so Rather, they
rely on sheer opinion and innovation in the
religion, even though Allah has sent all of His
Prophets and Messengers, from beginning to end,
prohibiting this practice (polytheism) and ordering
them to refrain from worshipping others besides
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Allah. They defied their Messengers and rebelled
against them, and this is why the word of
punishment
struck
them
as
a
worthy
recompense,

>ًا
َ  َأ
َ ِْ ُ َرy َی/
َ َو
And your Lord treats no one with injustice.
(18:49)
Allah's statement,

:١٦8 ر
ُ 1EOَ ْ ُ> ا
ِ َا,ْ ا,َ ْ ٍء َو ُهlﺵ
َ J
  ُآ
ُ ِ1َ اّ ُ ﺥJ
ِ Sُ ...
Say: "Allah is the Creator of all things; and He is the
One, the Irresistible.''

J
َ َ %َ ْ1َB 1َ َ> ِرهOَ ِ ٌvَ'ْ َأوْ ِد َی1َBَ  َ< ِء ﻡَ< ًء
 ل ِﻡ َ ا
َ َ َ َأ
@َ< َء%ِ ْ ِر ا1- اHِB ِ َْ?
َ ن
َ >ُوSِ ,ُ ی1  َو ِﻡ1ًِ  َز َ>ًا راJ
ُ ْ
 ا


َ ْب ا ُ ا
ُ ِ ْk َی
َ ِ"َ ُْ ُ َآ2ٍ َز َ>ٌ ﻡAَـ% َأوْ َﻡvٍ َ ْ
ِ
J
َg
ِ َـYْوَا
13:17 He sends down water from the sky, and the
valleys flow according to their measure, but the
flood bears away the foam that mounts up to the
surface - and (also) from that (ore) which they heat
in the fire in order to make ornaments or utensils,
rises a foam like unto it, thus does Allah (by
parables) show forth truth and falsehood.

HِB |
ُ &ُ ْ َ Bَ س
َ 1- اAُ Wَ -َ ی1َ ﻡ1َ< ًء َوَأﻡWK
ُ $
ُ  َ"ْ َهBَ >ُ َ   ا1َ_ﻡBَ
ل
َ 1َ2ْﻡ/
N ب ا ُ ا
ُ ِ ْk َی
َ ِ"َض آ
ِ ْر/
Nا
Then, as for the foam it passes away as scum upon
the banks, while that which is for the good of
mankind remains in the earth. Thus Allah sets forth
parables.
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Two Parables proving that Truth remains and Falsehood
perishes
This honorable Ayah contains two parables which affirm that
truth remains and increases, while falsehood diminishes and
perishes.
Allah said,

... ء1َء ﻡ1َ 
 ل ِﻡ َ ا
َ َ َأ
He sends down water from the sky,
He sends rain,

... 1َ َ> ِرهOَ ِ ٌvَ'ْ َأوْ ِد َی1َBَ ...
and the valleys flow according to their measure,
each valley taking its share according to its
capacity, for some valleys are wider and can
retain more water than others which are small
and thus retain smaller measures of water.
This Ayah indicates that hearts differ, for some of them
can retain substantial knowledge while others cannot
entertain knowledge, but rather are bothered by
knowledge,

... 1ًِ  َز َ>ًا راJ
ُ ْ
  اJ
َ َ %َ ْ1َB ...
but the flood bears away the foam that mounts up to the
surface,
of the water that ran down the valleys;
this is the first parable.
Allah said next,

... ع
ٍ 1َ% َأوْ َﻡvٍ َ ْ
ِ ء1َ@%ِ ْ ِر ا1- اlِB ِ َْ?
َ ن
َ >ُوSِ ,ُ ی1  َو ِﻡ...
and (also) from that (ore) which they heat in the fire in
order to make ornaments or utensils...
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This is the second parable, whereas gold and
silver ore is heated with fire to make adornments
with it, and iron and copper ore are heated to
make pots and the like with it. Foam also rises to
the surface of these ores, just as in the case with
water,

... ُ ُْ2 َز َ>ٌ ﻡ...
rises a foam like unto it,

... J
َ}
ِ 1َYْ وَا

َ ْب اّ ُ ا
ُ ِ ْk َی
َ ِ"َ  َآ...
thus does Allah (by parables) show forth truth and
falsehood.
when they both exist, falsehood does not remain,
just as foam does not remain with the water or
the gold and silver ores which are heated in fire.
Rather, foam dissipates and vanishes,

... ء1َWK
ُ $
ُ  َ"ْ َهBَ >ُ َ   ا1َ_ﻡBَ ...
Then, as for the foam it passes away as scum upon the
banks,
for it carries no benefit and dissipates and
scatters on the banks of the valley. The foam also
sticks to trees or is dissipated by wind, just as the
case with the scum that rises on the surface of
gold, silver, iron and copper ores; it all goes away
and never returns. However, water, gold and
silver remain and are used to man's benefit.
This is why Allah said next,

ل
َ 1َ2ْﻡL
َ ب اّ ُ ا
ُ ِ ْk َی
َ ِ"َ ض َآ
ِ ْرL
َ  اlِB |
ُ &ُ ْ َ Bَ س
َ 1- اAُ Wَ -َ ی1َ ﻡ1 َوَأﻡ...
:١٧8
while that which is for the good of mankind remains in
the earth. Thus Allah sets forth parables.
Allah said in a similar Ayah,
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ن
َ ,ُ َِـGْ ا/
 َ< ِإEُOِ ْG َی1َس َوﻡ
ِ 1-ِ 1َEُ ِ ْkَ ل
ُ 1َ2ْﻡ/
Nا
َ ْ*ِ َو
And these similitudes We put forward for
mankind; but none will understand them except
those who have knowledge. (29:43)
Some of the Salaf (rightly guided ancestors) said,
"When I would read a parable in the Qur'an that I
could not comprehend, I would cry for myself
because Allah the Exalted says,

ن
َ ,ُ َِـGْ ا/
 َ< ِإEُOِ ْG َی1ََوﻡ
But none will understand them except
those who have knowledge.'' (29:43)
Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that Abdullah bin Abbas
commented on Allah's statement, ْ?@'َء !َء َ@َ َﻝ
2  اﻝ/
َ !ِ  َل#َ َأ
َ ِره5َ Aَ ِ ٌC( َأوْ ِد َیHe sends down water from the sky, and the
valleys flow according to their measure),
"This is a parable that Allah has set;
the hearts carry knowledge from Him,
certainty according to the amount of doubt.

and

As for doubt, working good deeds does not
benefit while it exists.
As for certainty, Allah benefits its people by it,
hence Allah's statement, 5ُ َ #
2  اﻝ2!Dََ (Then, as for the
foam), which refers to doubt, H
ُ َ Iَ !َ ی2! َء َوَأE
ُ F
ُ ْ َهGَ َ
ض
ِ ْ ِ ا َرK
ُ Lُ ْ'َ َ س
َ 2I( اﻝit passes away as scum upon
the banks, while that which is for the good of
mankind remains in the earth), in reference to
certainty.
And just as when jewelry is heated in fire and is
rid of its impurity, which remains in the fire,
similarly Allah accepts certainty and discards
doubt.''
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The Qur'an and the Sunnah contain Parables that use Water
and Fire
Allah has set two examples in the beginning of Surah AlBaqarah (Surah 24), about the hypocrites, one using fire and
another using water.
Allah said,

ُ َْ,
َ 1َ َءتْ ﻡ1ََ < َأﺽBَ رًا1َ >َ Sَ ْ,%َ ْ ا"ِى اﺱJ
ِ 2َ َ ْ َآEُ ُ2َ َﻡ
Their likeness is as the likeness of one who kindled a
fire; then, when it illuminated all around him. (2:17)
then He said,

ٌُ َـ'ٌ َو َر?ْ>ٌ َو َْقw
ُ ِ ِB  َ< ِء
  ﻡ َ ا$
ٍ V
َ َأوْ َآ
Or like a rainstorm in the sky, bringing darkness,
thunder, and lightning. (2:19)
Allah also has set two parables for the disbelievers in Surah AnNur (Surah 24), one of them is,

ب
ٍ َا
َ ْ َآEُ ُُواْ َأ?ْ َـWَ وَا"ِی َ َآ
As for those who disbelieved, their deeds are like a
mirage in a desert. (24:39)
The mirage occurs during intense heat.
It is recorded in the Two Sahihs that the Messenger of
Allah said,

 ُ*ِی>ُون؟1َ Bَ :vِ  َﻡ1َOِ ْْ َم ا, ِد َی,ُEَ ِْ ل
ُ 1َOُ Bَ
.1َ-Oِ ْﺱ1َB 1َ-ْQg
ِ?
َ 1َ- َأيْ َر:ن
َ ,ُ,ُOَ Bَ
 َ* ِدُونَ؟1َ َأ:ل
ُ 1َOُ Bَ
1ًkْGَ 1َEk
ُ ْGَ ُ g
ِ ْب َی
ٍ َا
َ  َآl
َ ِ\ذَا ِهBَ  َر1-ن ا
َ  َ ِدُوBَ
It will be said to the Jews on the Day of
Resurrection, "What do you desire?''
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They will reply, "We need to drink, for we have
become thirsty, O our Lord!''
It will be said, "Will you then proceed to drink,''
and they will head towards the Fire, which will
appear as a mirage, its various parts consuming
the other parts.''
Allah said in the second parable (in Surah An-Nur);

H
]M
  ٍ َْ HِB '
ٍ ُ َـy
ُ َأوْ َآ
Or is like the darkness in a vast deep sea.
(24:40)
In the Two Sahihs it is recorded that Abu Musa AlAsh`ari said that the Messenger of Allah said,

ب
َ 1َ;| َأ
ٍ ْh
َ J
ِ 2َ َ  َآ،ِْGِ ْ>َى وَاEُ ْ ِ ِ ِﻡ َ ا
ُ  اlِ-2َ Gَ َ 1َ ﻡJ
َ 2َ ن َﻡ
 ِإ
،1ًَأرْﺽ
The example of guidance and knowledge with
which Allah has sent me is like abundant rain
falling on the earth,

،َِ2&َ ْ ا$
َ ْQGُ ْ' اْ َ&ََ_ وَا
ِ %َ Yَ ْ_َBَ  َء1َ ْ' ا
ِ َYِ Sَ ٌvWَ  ِﺉ1َ} 1َEْ-ن ِﻡ
َ 1َ&Bَ
some of which was fertile soil that absorbed the
rain water and brought forth vegetation and grass
in abundance.

،َس1- ا1َEِ 
ُ  اAَ Wَ -َ Bَ ،َء1َ ْ' ا
ِ &َ 
َ ْ ِدبُ َأﻡ1َK َأ1َEْ- َ'ْ ِﻡ1ََوآ
،ا,ُ? َو َز َر،ا,ُOﺱ
َ  َو،ْا,?
َ  َو َر،ا,ُِ Q
َ Bَ
And another portion of it was hard, it held the
rain water and Allah benefited the people with it
and they utilized it for drinking, grazing, making
their animals drink from it and for irrigation
purposes.

1َ ًء َو1َ ﻡ
ُ
ِ ْ *ُ 1َ ٌن1َGِS l
َ اِه1َ   ِإ، ُأﺥَْى1َEْ- ِﻡvً Wَ  ِﺉ1َ} ْ'َ 1َ;َوَأ
،ً_َ' َآ
ُ Yِ ْ-*ُ
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And another portion of it fell on barren land,
which could neither hold the water nor bring forth
vegetation.

،ِِ Aَ Wَ َ  َوlِ-2َ Gَ َ 1َ ِ 
ُ  ُ اGَ Wَ َ  َو
ِ  دِی ِ اlِB َ Oُ Bَ ْ  َﻡJ
ُ 2َ  َﻡ
َ ِ"َ Bَ
،َ?
َ ِ َ َوGَ Bَ
The first is the example of the person who
comprehends Allah's religion and gets benefit, as
well as benefiting others (from the knowledge and
guidance) which Allah has revealed through me
and learns and then teaches others.

'
ُ ْﺱ
ِ ْ ا"ِي ُأر
ِ ْ ُه>َى اJYَ ْO َوَْ َی1ﺱ
ً ْ َرأ
َ ِ"َ ِ ْABَ ْ َﻡ ْ َْ َیJ
ُ 2َ َو َﻡ
ِ
The last example is that of a person who does not
care for it and does not embrace Allah's guidance
revealed through me.
This parable uses water in it.
In another Hadith that Imam Ahmad collected, Abu
Hurayrah narrated that the Messenger of Allah said,

،َُْ,
َ 1َ َءتْ ﻡ1َ َأﺽ1 َBَ رًا1َ >َ Sَ ْ,%َ ْ اﺱJ
ٍK
ُ  َرJ
ِ 2َ َ ُ ُ&ْ َآ2َ  َو َﻡlِ2َ َﻡ
،1َEِB َ ْGOَ  ِر َی1- اlِB َ ْGOَ  َیlِ%ب ا
 ش َو َه ِ" ِ^ ا >وَا
ُ َاWَ ْ اJ
َ Gَ K
َ
1َEِB َ ْ 
ِ %َ ْOَ Bَ ُ -َ ْYِْ@ ُ ُه  وَیM
ُ ْ َیJ
َ Gَ K
َ َو
ِ?
َ  ُ َه،ِر1-? ِ ا
َ ْ ِ ُآM
َ
ُ ِ ٌ"ﺥ
ِ ) 1َ َأ،ْ&ُ ُ2َ  َو َﻡlِ2َ  َ"ِ ُ&ْ َﻡBَ : ل
َ 1َS
1َEِB ن
َ ,ُ 
ِ %َ ْO%َ Bَ ،lِ,ُYِْ@%َ Bَ ،ِر1-ا
My example and the example of you is like that of
a person who lit a fire. When the fire illuminated
his surroundings, butterflies and insects started
falling into it, as they usually do, and he started
swatting at them to prevent them from falling;
but they overwhelmed him and kept falling into
the fire.
This is the parable of me and you, I am holding
you by the waist trying to save you from the Fire,
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saying, "Go away from the
overwhelm me and fall into it.

Fire,''

yet

you

The Two Sahihs also collected this Hadith. This
is a parable using fire.

Hَ-ْ
ُ ْ ُ اEِ  َ ِ ْا,ُ1َM%َ ِْ"ِی َ اﺱ
13:18 For those who answered their Lord's call is
Al-Husna.

1ًGِ K
َ ض
ِ ْر/
N  اHِB 1ْ ﻡEُ َ ن
 ْ َأ,َ ُ َ ْا,ُYِM%َ ْوَا"ِی َ َْ َی
ِ ِ ْ َ>وْا%َ ْB/
َ ُ Gَ َْ ُ َﻡ2َو ِﻡ
But those who answered not His call, if they had all
that is in the earth together with its like, they
would offer it in order to save themselves.

 ُد1َEِ ْ اP
َ ْqِ  ُ َو- Eَ K
َ ْ َو َﻡ_ْوَا ُه$
ِ َـ
ِ ْ ُء ا,ُْ ﺱEُ َ 
َ qِ ُأوَْـ
For them there will be the terrible reckoning. Their
dwelling place will be Hell; and worst indeed is that
place for rest.

Reward of the Blessed and Wretched Ones
Allah mentions the final destination of the blessed ones and the
wretched ones,

... ُ Eِ  َ ِ ْا,ُ1َM%َ ِْ"ِی َ اﺱ
For those who answered their Lord's call,
obeyed Allah and followed His Messenger
(Muhammad, peace be upon him) by obeying his
commands and believing in the narrations he
brought about the past and the future, theirs will
be,
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... Hَ-ْ
ُ ْ ا...
Al-Husna,
which is the good reward.
Allah said that Dhul-Qarnayn declared,

ُ ُ " Gَ ُ Bَ ِ   َرHَ " ُ ُ ُﺙ  ُی َ د ِإGَ ُ َْف,
َ Bَ َ َw
َ  َﻡ1ل َأﻡ
َ 1َS
 &ًْا1ً?"َا
َ
Hَ-ْ
ُ َْ) ًء اK
َ ُ َBَ 1ًِ ;َـJ
َ ِ?
َ  َﻡ ْ ) َﻡ َ َو1َوَأﻡ
 ُیًْا1َِ ْل َ ُ ِﻡ ْ َأﻡ
ُ ,ُO-َ ﺱ
َ َو
As for him who does wrong, we shall
punish him, and then he will be brought
back unto his Lord, Who will punish him
with a terrible torment (Hell). But as for
him
who
believes
and
works
righteousness, he shall have the best
reward (Al-Husna), and we shall speak
unto him mild words by our command.
(18: 87-88)
Allah said in another Ayah,

ٌ َدة1َ َو ِزیHَ-ْ
ُ ْاْ ا,ُ-
َ ْ"ِی َ َأ
For those who have done good is the best (AlHusna) and even more. (10: 26)
Allah said next,

... ُ َ ْا,ُYِM%َ ْ وَا"ِی َ َْ َی...
But those who answered not His call,
disobeyed Allah,

... 1ًGِ K
َ ض
ِ ْرL
َ  اlِB 1ُ ﻡEَ ن
 ْ َأ,َ ...
if they had all that is in the earth together, (meaning, in
the Hereafter).
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... ِ ِ ْ َ>وْا%َ ْB/
َ ُ Gَ َْ ُ َﻡ2 َو ِﻡ...
with its like, they would offer it in order to save
themselves.
This Ayah says:
Had the earth's fill of gold and its like with it, they
would try to ransom themselves from Allah's
torment at that time. However, this will not be
accepted from them. Verily, Allah the Exalted will
not accept any type of exchange from,

... ب
ِ 1َ
ِ ْ ُء ا,ُْ ﺱEُ َ 
َ qِ  ُأوَْـ...
For them there will be the terrible reckoning.
in the Hereafter, when they will be reckoned for
the Naqir and the Qitmir, the big and the small.
Verily, he who is reckoned in detail on that Day
will receive punishment, hence Allah's statement
next,

:١٨8  ُد1َEِ ْ اP
َ ْqِ  ُ َو- Eَ K
َ ْ َو َﻡ_ْوَا ُه...
Their dwelling place will be Hell; and worst indeed is that
place for rest.

,َ  َآ َ ْ ُه

َ ْ ا
َ   ِﻡ َر
َ َْل ِإ
َ ِ َُْ ُ َأ  َ< أG َ َیBَ َأ
Hَ ْ?َأ
13:19 Shall he then who knows that what has been
revealed unto you from your Lord is the truth, be
like him who is blind!

$
ِ َـYْL
َ اْ ا,ُْ َ" آ ُ ُأو%َ  َی1َ  ِإ
But it is only the men of understanding that pay
heed.
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The Believer and the Disbeliever are never Equal
Allah says,

... 1َ َْ ُ َأG َ َیBَ َأ
Shall he then who knows that what,
Allah says, `They could never be equal; those
among people who know that what,

... 
َ َْل ِإ
َ ِ ُ أ...
has been revealed unto you, (O Muhammad),

... 

َ ْ ا
َ   ِﻡ َر...
from your Lord is the truth,
about which there is no doubt and in which there
is no confusion, vagueness or contradiction.
Rather, they believe that all of it is the truth, each
part of it testifying to another. They believe that
none of its parts contradicts the others, that all its
information is true and that all its commandments
and prohibitions are just,

/
ً ْ>?
َ  َو1ًSْ>;
ِ 
َ  َرvُ َ َِو َ* 'ْ َآ
And the Word of your Lord has been fulfilled in
truth and in justice. (6:15)

... Hَ ْ? َأ,َ  َآ َ ْ ُه...
be like him who is blind!
It is accurate in its information and stories and just in
what it orders. Therefore, the Ayah says, those who
believe in the truth that you brought, O Muhammad, are
not at all similar to those who are blind and cannot find
guidance to what benefits them, which they cannot even
comprehend. And even if they comprehend the guidance,
they will not follow it, believe in it or abide by it.'
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Allah said in another Ayah,

ُ  ُهvِ - M
َ ْ ا$
ُ  َأ;َْـvِ - M
َ ْ ا$
ُ  ِر َوَأ;َْـ1- ا$
ُ ِى َأ;َْـ,%َ ْ َی/
َ
ن
َ َ< ِﺉُوWْا
Not equal are the dwellers of the Fire and the
dwellers of the Paradise. It is the dwellers of
Paradise that will be successful. (59:20)
Allah said in this honorable Ayah,

... Hَ ْ? َأ,َ  َآ َ ْ ُه

َ ْ ا
َ   ِﻡ َر
َ َْل ِإ
َ ِ ُ أ1َ َْ ُ َأG َ َیBَ َأ
Shall he then who knows that what has been revealed
unto you from your Lord is the truth, be like him who is
blind!
They are not equal.
Allah said next,

:١٩8 ب
ِ 1Yَ ْL
َ اْ ا,ُْ َ" آ ُ ُأو%َ  َی1َ   ِإ...
But it is only the men of understanding that pay heed.
meaning, it is those who have sound minds who
draw lessons, gain wisdom and understand. We
ask Allah to make us among them.


َ َـ2ِ ْن ا
َ ,ُkOُ -ِ ی/
َ ْ ِ> ا ِ َوEGَ ِ ن
َ ,ُB,ُا"ِی َ ی
13:20 Those who fulfill, the covenant of Allah and
break not the trust.

ن
َ ْ,Q
َ ْR َو َیJ
َ;
َ ,ُن ﻡَ< َأ َﻡ َ ا ُ ِ ِ أَن ی
َ ,ُV
ِ وَا"ِی َ َی
ب
ِ 1َ
ِ  َء ا,ُن ﺱ
َ ,ُB1َRْ َو َیEُ  َر
13:21 And those who join that which Allah has
commanded to be joined and fear their Lord, and
dread the terrible reckoning.
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 َة,َV
 اْ ا,ُﻡ1َSْ َوَأEِ  ْ ِ َرK َء َو1َ@%ِ ُْواْ اYَ ;
َ َ وَا"ِی
vِ -َ 
َ
َ ْ1ِ ن
َ  َو َی>ْ َرءُوvً َ ِ t
َ?
َ ا َوIﺱ
ِ ُْه1َ-ْS َر َز1 اْ ِﻡ,ُOWَ َْوَأ
 ا >ا ِرHَYْO?
ُ ْEُ َ 
َ qِ  ُأوَْـvَ qَ  
 ا
13:22 And those who remain patient, seeking their
Lord's Face, perform the Salah, and spend out of
that which We have bestowed on them, secretly and
openly, and repel evil with good, for such there is a
good end.

ْEِ K
ِ ْ َوَأزْ َوEِ  ِﺉ1َ ِﻡ ْ ءَا
َ َ;
َ ْ  َو َﻡ1َEَ ,ُﺥ
ُ ْ>ن َی
ٍ ْ>?
َ '
ُ ـ-K
َ
ب
ٍ 1َ J
 ْ ﻡ ُآEِ َْ?
َ ن
َ ,ُﺥ
ُ ْ> َیvُ &َ qِ ْ وَا ََـEِ *ِ 1َو ُذ ری
13:23 `Adn Gardens, which they shall enter and
(also) those who acted righteously from among
their fathers, and their wives, and their offspring.
And angels shall enter unto them from every gate
(saying):

 ا>ا ِرHَYْO?
ُ َ ْG-ِ Bَ ْ*ُ ْYَ ;
َ 1َ ِ ُ&َْ?
َ ٌﺱَـ
َ
13:24 "Salamun `Alaykum (peace be upon you) for
you persevered in patience! Excellent indeed is the
final home!''

Qualities of the Blessed Ones, which will lead to Paradise
Allah states that those who have these good qualities, will earn
the good, final home: victory and triumph in this life and the
Hereafter,

:٢٠8 ق
َ 1َ2ِ ْن ا
َ ,ُkOُ -ِ ی/
َ ْ ِ> اّ ِ َوEGَ ِ ن
َ ,ُB,ُا"ِی َ ی
Those who fulfill the covenant of Allah and break not the
trust.
They are nothing like the hypocrites who;
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•

when one of them makes a covenant, he
breaks it;

•

if he disputes, he is most quarrelsome;

•

if he speaks, he lies; and

•

if he is entrusted, he betrays his trust.

Allah said next,

... J
َ;
َ ,ُ َأ َﻡ َ اّ ُ ِ ِ أَن ی1َن ﻡ
َ ,ُV
ِ وَا"ِی َ َی
And those who join that which Allah has commanded to
be joined,
•

they are good to their relatives and do not sever
the bond of kinship.

•

They are also kind to the poor and the needy and
generous in nature,

... ْEُ  ن َر
َ ْ,Q
َ ْR َو َی...
and fear their Lord,
in what they do or do not do of actions and
statements. They remember that Allah is
watching during all of this and are afraid of His
terrifying reckoning in the Hereafter. Therefore,
all their affairs are on the straight path and
correct, whether they are active or idle, and in all
of their affairs, including those that affect others,

:٢١8 ب
ِ 1َ
ِ  َء ا,ُن ﺱ
َ ,ُB1َR َو َی...
and dread the terrible reckoning.

... ْEِ ْ ِ َرKء َو1َ@%ِ ُْواْ اYَ ;
َ َ وَا"ِی
And those who remain patient, seeking their Lord's Face,
They observe patience while staying away from
sins and evil deeds, doing so while dedicating
themselves to the service of their Lord the
Exalted and Most Honored and seeking His
pleasure and generous reward,
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...  َةt
َ V
 اْ ا,ُﻡ1َS َوَأ...
and perform the Salah,
preserving its limits, times, bowing, prostration
and humbleness, according to the established
limits and rulings of the religion,

... ْ ُه1َ-ْS َر َز1 اْ ِﻡ,ُOWَ َ َوأ...
and spend out of that which We have bestowed on them,
They spend on those whom they are obliged to
spend on them, such as their spouses, relatives
and the poor and needy in general,

... vً َ ِ t
َ ?
َ ا َوIﺱ
ِ ...
secretly and openly,
They spend during all conditions and times,
whether during the night or the day, secretly and
openly,

... vَ qَ  
  اvِ -َ 
َ
َ ْ1ِ ن
َ  َو َی>ْ َرؤُو...
and repel evil with good,
they resist evil with good conduct. When the
people harm them they face their harm with good
patience, forbearing, forgiveness and pardon.
Allah said in another Ayah,

ُ
َ ْ َأH
َ  ِهHِ%1ِ ْABَ ْ ادvُ qَ 
  ا/
َ  َوvُ َ-
َ
َ ِْى ا,%َ ْ*َ /
َ َو
ٌِ 
َ H
N ِ?>َا َوةٌ َآَ_  ُ َو
َ ُ -َ َْ  َو
َ -َ َْ ِ\ذَا ا"ِىBَ


َ  ذُو/
 هَ< ِإ1Oَ ُی1َُواْ َوﻡYَ ;
َ َ  ا"ِی/
  ِإ1َه1Oَ ُی1ََوﻡ
ٍ ِy?
َ
Repel (the evil) with one which is better,
then verily he, between whom and you
there was enmity, (will become) as though
he was a close friend. But none is granted
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it except those who are patient - and none
is granted it except the owner of the great
portion in this world. (41:34-35)
This is why Allah states here that those who have these
good qualities, the blessed ones, will earn the final
home,

:٢٢8 ر
ِ  ا>اHَYْO?
ُ ْEُ َ 
َ qِ َْ ُأو...
for such there is a good end.
which He explained next,

... ن
ٍ ْ>?
َ ت
ُ 1-K
َ
`Adn Gardens,
where, `Adn, indicates continuous residence;
they will reside in the gardens of everlasting life.

... 1َEَ ,ُﺥ
ُ ْ> َی...
which they shall enter,

Allah said next,

... ْEِ *ِ 1ْ َو ُذ ریEِ K
ِ ْ َوَأزْوَاEِ  ِﺉ1َ) ْ  ِﻡ
َ َ;
َ ْ  َو َﻡ...
and (also) those who acted righteously from among their
fathers, and their wives, and their offspring.
Allah will gather them with their loved ones, from
among their fathers, family members and
offspring, those who are righteous and deserve to
enter Paradise, so that their eyes are comforted
by seeing them. He will also elevate the grade of
those who are lower, to the grades of those who
are higher, a favor from Him out of His kindness,
without decreasing the grade of those who are
higher up (in Paradise).
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Allah said in another Ayah,

ْEُ %َ ْ ُذ ر یEِ ِ 1َ-ْO
َ ُْ ِ\ِی َـ ٍ َأE%ُ ْ ُذریEُ ْ%Gَ Yَ *اْ وَا,ُ-وَا"ِی َ ءَا َﻡ
And those who believe and whose offspring follow
them in faith: to them shall We join their
offspring. (52:21)
Allah said next,

:٢٣8 ب
ٍ 1َ J
 ِ ﻡ ُآEَْ?
َ ن
َ ,ُﺥ
ُ ْ> َیvُ &َ  ِﺉt
َ َ  وَا...
And angels shall enter unto them from every gate
(saying): "Salamun `Alaykum (peace be upon you) for
you persevered in patience! Excellent indeed is the final
home!''
The angels will enter on them from every
direction congratulating them for entering
Paradise. The angels will welcome them with the
Islamic greeting and commend them for earning
Allah's closeness and rewards, as well as, being
admitted into the Dwelling of Peace, neighbors to
the honorable Messengers, the Prophets and the
truthful believers.
Imam Ahmad recorded that Abdullah bin Amr bin Al-`As,
may Allah be pleased with them both, narrated that the
Messenger of Allah said,

 اِ؟
ِ ْﺥ
َ ْ  ِﻡvَ - M
َ ْ اJ
ُﺥ
ُ ْ>ل َﻡ ْ َی
َ ن َأ و
َ ْ َ*>ْرُوJَه
Do you know who among Allah's creation will
enter Paradise first?
They said, "Allah and His Messenger have more
knowledge.''
He said,

َ ن ا"ِی
َ ُوK
ِ 1َEُ َْا ُء اOَ Wُ ْ ا
ِ ا
ِ ْﺥ
َ ْ  ِﻡvَ - M
َ ْ اJ
ُﺥ
ُ ْ>ل َﻡ ْ َی
ُ َأ و
،ُ^ ِر1َ&َ ْ ُ اEِ ِ HَO%*ُ  َو،ُر,ُ@2  ُ اEِ ِ >
َ *ُ
The first among Allah's creation to enter Paradise
are the poor emigrants (in Allah's cause) with
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whom the outposts (of the land) are secured and
the various afflictions are warded off.

،ًء1َkSَ 1َEَ Aُ ِg%َ ْ َی1َ ،ِ^;>ْ ِر
َ lِB ُ %ُ َK1َ ُ> ُهْ َو
َ ت َأ
ُ ,ُ َو َی
،ْ ُه,
َ Bَ ْ ُه,ُ%ْ اﺉ:ِ %ِ &َ  ِﺉ1َ ُء ِﻡ ْ َﻡ1َQ ِ َ ْ َیHَ1َG*َ 
ُ لا
ُ ,ُOَ Bَ
One of them would die while his need is still in his
chest, because he was unable to satisfy it himself.
Allah will say to whom He will among His angels,
"Go to them and welcome them with the Salam.''

،َOِ ْﺥ
َ ْ  ِﻡ
َ *ُ َ ِ َوﺥ،َ ِﺉ1َ ﺱ
َ ن
ُ 1&ﺱ
ُ ُ َْ :vُ &َ  ِﺉ1ََ ْل ا
ُ ,ُO%َ Bَ
ْ؟Eِ َْ?
َ َ 
َ ُ  ِء َو1َ.ُ  هlِ*ْ_َ ْ َأن1َُ _ْ ُﻡ%َ Bَ َأ
The angels will say, "We are the residence of Your
heaven and the best of Your creation, do You
command us to go to them and welcome them
with the Salam!''

> 
َ *ُ  َو،1ًqْﺵ
َ lِ ن
َ ,ُْ ِآQ ُی1َ lِ-َ >ُوYُ ْGدًا َی1َY?
ِ ا,ُ1َْ آEُ  ِإ:ل
ُ ,ُOَ Bَ
lِB ُ %ُ K
َ 1َ ُ> ُهْ َو
َ ت َأ
ُ ,ُ  َو َی،ُ^ ِر1َ&َ ْ ُ اEِ ِ HَO% *ُ َو،ُر,ُ@2  ُ اEِ ِ
 ًء1َkSَ 1َEَ Aُ ِg%َ ْ َی1َ ^ِ ;>ْ ِر
َ
Allah will say, "They are My servants who
worshipped Me and did not associate anyone or
anything with Me in worship. With them, the
outposts were secured and the afflictions were
warded off. One of them would die while his need
is in his chest, unable to satisfy it.''

ب1َ J
 ْ ِﻡ ْ ُآEِ َْ?
َ ن
َ ,ُﺥ
ُ ْ>َ Bَ 
َ ِْ َ> َذ-?
ِ vُ &َ  ِﺉ1ََ ْ ُ اEِ ِ*ْ_%َ Bَ :ل
َ 1َS
So the angels will go to them from every gate (of
Paradise), saying,

:٢٤8 ر
ِ  ا>اHَYْO?
ُ َ ْG-ِ Bَ ْ*ُ ْYَ ;
َ 1َ ِ ُ&َْ?
َ ٌمt
َ ﺱ
َ
Salamun `Alaykum (peace be upon you) for
you persevered in patience! Excellent indeed is
the final home!''
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<َن ﻡ
َ ,ُGg
َ ْO ِ َو َیOِ َـ2ِْ ِ> ﻡGَ ْ َ> ا ِ ِﻡE?
َ ن
َ ,ُkOُ -وَا"ِی َ َی

َ qِ ض ُأوَْـ
ِ ْر/
N  اHِB ن
َ >ُو
ِ ْW َو ُیJ
َ;
َ ,َُأ َﻡ َ ا ُ ِ ِ أَن ی
 ُء ا>ا ِر,ُْ ﺱEُ َ َوvُ -َ ْG ُ اEُ َ
13:25 And those who break the covenant of Allah,
after its ratification, and sever that which Allah has
commanded to be joined, and work mischief in the
land, on them is the curse, and for them is the
unhappy (evil) home (i.e. Hell).

Characteristics of the Wretched Ones which will lead to the
Curse and the Evil Home
This is the destination of the Wretched ones and these are their
characteristics. Allah mentioned their end in the Hereafter, to
contrast the end that the believers earned, since their
characteristics were to the opposite of the believer's qualities in
this life. The latter used to keep Allah's covenant and join that
which Allah has ordained on them to join.
As for the former, they used to,

ن ﻡَ< َأ َﻡ َ اّ ُ ِ ِ أَن
َ ,ُGg
َ ْO ِ َو َیSِ 1َ2ِْ ِ> ﻡGَ ْ َ> اّ ِ ِﻡE?
َ ن
َ ,ُkOُ -َوَا"ِی َ ی
...ض
ِ ْرL
َ  اlBِ ن
َ >ُو
ِ ْW َو ُیJ
َ;
َ ,ُی
And those who break the covenant of Allah, after its
ratification, and sever that which Allah has commanded
to be joined, and work mischief in the land,
An authentic Hadith states that,

:ٌث1َ َﺙ
ِ Bِ 1َ-ُ ْ اvُ ) َی
،َث َآ َ"ب
َ > 
َ • ِإذَا
،ََْ? َ> َأﺥ
َ • َوِإذَا َو
ن1َ• َوِإذَا اؤْ ُ* ِ َ ﺥ
The signs of a hypocrite are three:
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•

Whenever he speaks, he tells a lie;

•

whenever he promises, he always breaks it
(his promise);

•

if you entrust him, he proves to be
dishonest.''

In another narration, the Prophet said,

 َ> َرh
َ >َ  َه1َ? َوِإذَا
َMBَ َ ;
َ 1ََوِإذَا ﺥ

•
•

•

If he enters into a covenant, he betrays it;
and

•

if he disputes, he proves to be most
quarrelsome.

This is why Allah said next,

... vُ -َ ْG ُ اEُ َ 
َ qِ َْ ُأو...
on them is the curse,
they will be cast away from Allah's mercy,

:٢٥8 ر
ِ  ُء ا>ا,ُْ ﺱEُ َ َو...
and for them is the unhappy home.
the evil end and destination,

 ُد1َEِ ْ اP
َ ْqِ  ُ َو- Eَ K
َ َْو َﻡ_ْوَا ُه
Their dwelling place will be Hell; and worst indeed
is that place for rest. (13:18)

 ِ> ُرOَ َ< ُء َو َیQق ِ َ ْ َی
َ ْ ا ز
ُ
ُ ْYا ُ َی
13:26 Allah increases the provision for whom He
wills, and straitens (it for whom He wills),
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/
 ﺥ َ ِة ِإ
ِ/
N  اHِB 1َْ>  ُة ا,َ
َ ْ ا1َ َوﻡ1َْ>  ِة ا,َ
َ ْ1ِ ْا,ُِ Bَ َو
ٌAَـ%َﻡ
and they rejoice in the life of the world, whereas
the life of this world compared to the Hereafter is
but a brief passing enjoyment.

Increase and Decrease in Provision is in Allah's Hand
Allah says:

... 1َْ>  ِة ا1َ
َ ْ1ِ ْا,ُِ Bَ  ِ> ُر َوOَ ء َو َی1َQق ِ َ ْ َی
َ ْ ا ز
ُ
ُ ْYاّ ُ َی
Allah increases the provision for whom He wills, and
straitens (it for whom He wills),
Allah states that He alone increases the
provisions for whom He wills and decreases it for
whom He wills, according to His wisdom and
perfect justice. So, when the disbelievers rejoice
with the life of the present world that was given
to them, they do not know that they are being
tested and tried.
Allah said in other Ayat,

َ ِ-َ ل َو
ٍ 1 ُ ِ > ُهْ ِ ِ ِﻡ ﻡ1َ  ن َأ
َ ,ُY
َ ْأَ َی
ن
َ ُوGُ ْQ َی/
 Jَ ت
ِ َ ْR
َ ْ اHِB ْEُ َ ع
ُ  ِر1َُ
Do they think that in wealth and children with
which We enlarge them. We hasten unto them
with good things. Nay, but they perceive not.
(23:55-56)
Allah belittled the life of the present world in comparison
to what He has prepared for His believing servants in the
Hereafter,

:٢٦8 ٌع1َ% َﻡ/
 ﺥ َ ِة ِإ
ِ U اlِB 1َْ>  ُة ا1َ
َ ْ ا1َ وَﻡ...
whereas the life of this world compared to the Hereafter
is but a brief passing enjoyment.
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Allah said in other Ayat,

t
ً ِ%Bَ ن
َ ,ُ َْy*ُ /
َ  َوHَO* ﺥٌْ  َ ِ ا
َ ﺥِ َ ُة/
N ٌ وَاJِSَ 1َْ>  اAُ َـ%ْ َﻡJSُ
Say: "Short is the enjoyment of this world. The
Hereafter is (far) better for him who has Taqwa,
and you shall not be dealt with unjustly even
equal to the amount of a Fatila. (4:77)
and,

1َْ>  َة ا,َ
َ ْن ا
َ ْ ِﺙُو.*ُ ْJَ
HَOْﺥٌْ َوَأ
َ ﺥ َ ُة
ِ/
N وَا
Nay, you prefer the life of this world, although the
Hereafter is better and more lasting. (87:16-17)
Imam Ahmad recorded that Al-Mustawrid, from Bani
Fihr, said that the Messenger of Allah said,

،َ ْ اlِB ^ِ "ِ  ُ َهGَ Yَ ْ; ُ> ُآْ إ
َ  َأJ
ُ Gَ ْM َی1َ  َآ1ﺥ َ ِة ِإ
ِ <ْ اlِB 1َْ>  ا1َﻡ
AِKْ*َ َ ِ ْy
ُ ْ-َ ْBَ
The life of the present world, compared to the
Hereafter, is just like when one of you inserts his
finger in the sea, so let him contemplate how
much of it will it carry.
and he pointed with the index finger.
Imam Muslim also collected this Hadith in his
Sahih.
In another Hadith, the Prophet passed by a dead sheep,
whose ears were small, and said,

^,َOْ َأهِْ ِ ِ َ َأHَ?
َ  ِﻡ ْ َه"َا
ِ  اHَ?
َ ن
ُ ,َ ْ َأه1َْ> َ 
ِ وَا
By Allah! The life of this present world is as
insignificant to Allah as this sheep was to its
owners when they threw it away.
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ِ  ٌ ﻡ رv?َْ ِ ءَا َی
َ ل
َ ِ ُ أ/
َ ْ,َ ُْواWَ ل ا"ِی َ َآ
ُ ,ُOَو َی
13:27 And those who disbelieved say: "Why is not a
sign sent down to him from his Lord!''

ب
َ 1َْ>ِى ِإَْ ِ َﻡ ْ َأEَ< ُء َو َیQ َﻡ َیJ
k
ِ ن ا َ ُی
 ْ ِإJSُ
Say: "Verily, Allah sends astray whom He wills and
guides unto Himself those who turn to Him in
repentance.''

ِ  ِ ِ"آْ ِ ا/
َ ْ ِ ِ"آْ ِ ا ِ َأEُ ُ ,ُSُ  qِ َ ْg*َ اْ َو,ُ-ا"ِی َ ءَا َﻡ
ب
ُ ,ُOُ ْ  اqِ َ ْg*َ
13:28 Those who believed and whose hearts find
rest in the remembrance of Allah. Verily, in the
remembrance of Allah do hearts find rest.

ُ ْ
ُ ْ َوEُ َ Hَ,ُ} ت
ِ 1َِـVاْ ا,ُِ ?
َ اْ َو,ُ-ا"ِی َ ) َﻡ
ب
ٍ 1ََﻡـ
13:29 Those who believed, and work righteousness,
Tuba is for them and a beautiful place of (final)
return.

Disbelievers ask for Miracles, Allah's Response to Them
Allah tells:

... ُْواWَ ل ا"ِی َ َآ
ُ ,ُOَو َی
And those who disbelieved say:
Allah says that the idolators said,

... /
َ ْ,َ ...
Why is not,
meaning, there should be,
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... ِ  ٌ ﻡ رv?َْ ِ ) َی
َ ل
َ ِ ُ أ...
a sign sent down to him from his Lord,
The idolators also said,

ن
َ ,ُ و/
NاJ
َﺱ
ِ ْ َآ َ< ُأرvٍ  َی1َ ِـ1َ-*ِ ْ_َ ْBَ
Let him then bring us an Ayah like the ones
(Prophets) that were sent before (with signs)!
(21:5)
We mentioned this subject several times before and
stated that Allah is able to bring them what they wanted.
There is a Hadith which mentions that the idolators
asked the Prophet to turn Mount As-Safa into gold and,
they also asked him for a spring to gush forth for them
and to remove the mountains from around Makkah and
replace them with green fields and gardens.
Allah revealed to His Messenger:
"If You wish, O Muhammad, I will give them what
they asked for. However, if they disbelieve
thereafter, I will punish them with a punishment
that I did not punish any among the `Alamin
(mankind and the Jinns).
Or, if you wish, I will open for them the door to
repentance and mercy.''
The Prophet said,

vَ ْ  وَاvِ َ ,%ب ا
َ 1َ ْEُ َ 
ُ %َ ْW*َ ْJَ
Rather, open for them the door to repentance and
mercy.
This is why Allah said to His Messenger next,

:٢٧8 ب
َ 1َْ>ِي ِإَْ ِ َﻡ ْ َأEء َو َی1َQ َﻡ َیJ
k
ِ ن اَّ ُی
 ْ ِإJSُ ...
Say: "Verily, Allah sends astray whom He wills and
guides unto Himself those who turn to Him in
repentance.''
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Allah states that He brings misguidance or
guidance whether the Messenger was given a sign
(a miracle) according to their asking or not.
Verily, earning the misguidance or the guidance
are not connected to the miracles or the lack of
them.
Allah said in other Ayat,

ن
َ ,ُ-ْ ِﻡ. ُی/
 ْ ٍم,Sَ ?
َ  ُ" ُر- ' وَا
ُ یَـU اHِ-ْ@ُ* 1ََوﻡ
But neither Ayat nor warners benefit those who
believe not. (10:101)

ن
َ ,ُ-ْ ِﻡ. ُی/
َ 
َ  َرvُ َ ِْ َآEِ َْ?
َ ْ'O 
َ َ ن ا"ِی
 ِإ
َ ِ/
Nبا
َ "َاGَ ْ َی َ ُواْ اH% 
َ vٍ  ءا َیJ
 ْ ُآEُ ْ*َ< َءK ْ,ََو
Truly, those, against whom the Word of your Lord
has been justified, will not believe. Even if every
sign should come to them, until they see the
painful torment. (10:96-97)

J
 ْ ُآEِ َْ?
َ 1َْQ
َ
َ  َوHَ*ْ,َ ْ ُ اEُ َ  وَ َآvَ &َ qِ  ُ اْ ََـEِ ََْ< ِإ-ْ َ 1َ- ْ َأ,ََو
ْ َ ُه2َ َْ< َء ا ُ َوَـ ِ&  َأآQ أَن َی/
 اْ ِإ,ُ-ْ ِﻡ.ُ ِ ْا,ُ1َ آ1 ﻡt
ً Yُ Sُ ْ ٍءHﺵ
َ
ن
َ ,ُEَ ْMَی
And even if We had sent down unto them angels,
and the dead had spoken unto them, and We had
gathered together all things before their very
eyes, they would not have believed, unless Allah
willed, but most of them behave ignorantly.
(6:111)
Allah said here,

ب
َ 1َْ>ِي ِإَْ ِ َﻡ ْ َأEء َو َی1َQ َﻡ َیJ
k
ِ ن اَّ ُی
 ْ ِإJSُ ...
Say: "Verily, Allah sends astray whom He wills
and guides unto Himself those who turn to Him in
repentance.''
meaning, He guides to Him those who
repent, turn to Him, beg Him, seek His
help and humbly submit to Him.
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The Believer's Heart finds Comfort in the Remembrance of
Allah
Allah said,

... ِ ُّ ِ ِ"آْ ِ اEُ,ُSُ  qِ َ ْg*َ اْ َو,ُ-ا"ِی َ ) َﻡ
Those who believed, and whose hearts find rest in the
remembrance of Allah.
for their hearts find comfort on the side of Allah,
become tranquil when He is remembered and
pleased to have Him as their Protector and
Supporter.
So Allah said,

:٢٨8 ب
ُ ,ُOُ ْ  اqِ َ ْg*َ ِ ّ ِ ِ"آْ ِ ا/
َ  َأ...
Verily, in the remembrance of Allah do hearts find rest.
and surely, He is worthy of it.

The Meaning of Tuba
Allah said,

:٢٩8 ب
ٍ <َْ ُ ﻡ
ُ ْ َوEُ َ Hَ,ُ} ت
ِ 1َِ1Vاْ ا,ُِ ?
َ اْ َو,ُ-ا"ِی َ ) َﻡ
Those who believed, and work righteousness, Tuba is for
them and a beautiful place of (final) return.
Ali bin Abi Talhah reported that Ibn Abbas said that
Tuba means,
"Happiness and comfort or refreshment of the
eye.''
Ikrimah said that Tuba means,
"How excellent is what they earned,''
while Ad-Dahhak said,
"A joy for them.''
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Furthermore, Ibrahim An-Nakh`i said that Tuba means,
"Better for them,''
while Qatadah said that it is an Arabic word that means,
`you have earned a good thing.'
In another narration, Qatadah said that `Tuba for them'
means,
"It is excellent for them,''

ب
ٍ Oَ! /
ُ ْ@
ُ ( َوand a beautiful place of return),
and final destination.
These meanings for Tuba are all synonymous and
they do not contradict one another.
Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri said that
a man asked,
"O Allah's Messenger! Tuba for those who saw
you and believed in you!''
The Prophet said,

  ُﺙHَ,ُ}   ُﺙHَ,ُ} َو،lِ َ  وَ) َﻡlِ)َ ِ َ ْ رHَ,ُ}
lَِ  َوَْ َیlِ َ  ِ َ ْ ) َﻡHَ,ُ}
Tuba is for he who saw me and believed
in me. Tuba, and another Tuba, and
another Tuba for he who believed in me,
but did not see me.
A man asked, "What is Tuba?''
The Prophet said,

ْ ج ِﻡ
ُ ُ ْR*َ vِ - M
َ ْ اJ
ِ ْب َأه
ُ 1َ ٍم ِﺙ1َ? vُ  َﺉ1ِ ﻡ1َE*َُ ِ َﻡvِ - M
َ ْ اlِB ٌ َةM
َﺵ
َ
1َE ِﻡ1َ َْأآ
A tree in Paradise whose width is a hundred
years, and the clothes of the people of Paradise
are taken from its bark.
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Al-Bukhari and Muslim recorded that Sahl bin Sa`d said
that the Messenger of Allah said,

1َEGُ g
َ ْO َی1َ  ٍم1َ? vَ  َﺉ1ِ ﻡ1َEw
ِ lِB $
ُ  َ ًة َیِ ُ اا ِآM
َﺵ
َ vِ - M
َ ْ اlِB ن
 ِإ
There is a tree in Paradise, if a rider travels in its
shade for one hundred years, he would not be
able to cross it.
An-Nu`man bin Abi Ayyash Az-Zuraqi added,
"Abu Sa`id Al-Khudri narrated to me that
the Prophet said,

َ  k
َ ُ َْا َد ا,M
َ ْ ا$
ُ  َ ًة َیِ ُ اا ِآM
َﺵ
َ vِ - M
َ ْ اlِB ن
 ِإ
1َEGُ g
َ ْO َی1َ ٍم ﻡ1َ? vَ  َﺉ1ِ ﻡAَ ِی
 ا
There is a tree in Paradise, if a rider
travels in its shade on a fast, sleek horse
for one hundred years, he would not be
able to cross it.''
In his Sahih, Imam Muslim recorded that Abu Dharr
narrated that the Messenger of Allah said that Allah the
Exalted and Most Honored said,

>ٍ ِG;
َ lِB ا,ُﻡ1َS ْ&ُ -K
ِ  ُ&ْ َو
َ ْﺥ َ ُآْ َوِإ
ِ )َن َأ وَ ُ&ْ و
 ْ َأ,َ دِي1َY?
ِ 1َی
ْ  ِﻡ
َ ِ َذ
َ Oَ َ 1َ ُ ﻡ%َ َ_َْن َﻡ
ٍ 1َْ ِإJ
 ' ُآ
ُ ْg
َ ْ?_َBَ lِ,ُ_َ
َ Bَ >ٍ 
ِ وَا
ْYَ ْ اlِB J
َﺥ
ِ ْ ِإذَا ُأد
ُ َ ْRِ ْ ا
ُ Oُ ْ- َی1َ  َآ1 ِإ1ًqْﺵ
َ lِ&ُْﻡ
O My slaves!
If the first and the last among you, mankind and
Jinns among you, stood in one spot and asked Me
and I gave each person what he asked, it will not
decrease from My dominion, except what the
needle decreases (or carries) when entered into
the sea.
Khalid bin Ma`ddan said,
"There is a tree in Paradise called Tuba, that has
breasts that nurse the children of the people of
Paradise. Verily, the miscarriage of a woman will
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be swimming in one of the rivers of Paradise until
the Day of Resurrection commences, when he will
be gathered with people while forty years of age.''
Ibn Abi Hatim collected this statement.

,َ ُْ%%َ  ٌَ< ُأ َﻡEِْYSَ ﺥَ'ْ ِﻡ
َ ْ>Sَ vٍ  ُأ ﻡHِB ك
َ 1َ-ْﺱ
َ ْ َأر
َ ِ"َ َآ
ِ  ْ َـ1ِ ن
َ ُوWُ ْ& َو ُهْ َی
َ ََْ< ِإ-ْ
َ ْ ُ ا"ِى َأوEِ َْ?
َ
13:30 Thus have We sent you to a community
before whom other communities have passed away,
in order that you might recite unto them what We
have revealed to you, while they disbelieve in the
Most Gracious (Allah).

ب
ِ 1َ%' َوِإَْ ِ َﻡ
ُ ْ آ,َ *َ ِ َْ?
َ ,َ  ُه/
  ِإَـَ ِإ/ H  َر,َ ْ ُهJSُ
Say: "He is my Lord! None has the right to be
worshipped but He! In Him is my trust, and to Him I
turn.''

Our Prophet was sent to recite and call to Allah's Revelation
Allah says,

... ٌ ُأ َﻡ1َEِْYSَ ﺥَ'ْ ِﻡ
َ ْ>Sَ vٍ  ُأ ﻡlِB ك
َ 1َ-ْﺱ
َ ْ َأر
َ ِ"َ َآ
Thus have We sent you to a community before whom
other communities have passed away,
Allah says, `Just as We sent you, O Muhammad,
to your Ummah,

... 
َ َْ ِإ1َ-ْ
َ ْي َأو
َ "ِ  ُ اEِ َْ?
َ ,َ ُْ%%َ  ...
...in order that you might recite unto them what We
have revealed to you,
so that you deliver to them Allah's Message.
Likewise, We sent others to earlier nations that
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disbelieved in Allah. The Messengers whom We
sent before you, were also denied and rejected,
so you have an example in what they faced. And
since We sent Our torment and revenge on those
people, then let these people fear what will strike
them, for their denial of you is harsher than the
denial that the previous Messengers faced,'


َ ِْYSَ  ُأ َﻡ ٍ ﻡHََ< ِإ-ْﺱ
َ ْ>ْ َأرOَ َ ِ 1َ*
By Allah, We indeed sent (Messengers) to the
nations before you. (16-63)
Allah said in another Ayah,

H%
َ ْاْ َوأُوذُوا,ُ"  ُآ1َ ﻡHَ?
َ ُْواYَ V
َ Bَ 
َ ِْYَS ٌ ﻡJﺱ
ُ >ْ ُآ " َ'ْ ُرOَ ََو
\ِYَ  ك ِﻡ
َ َ< َءK ْ>Oَ' ا ِ َو
ِ ل ِ َ&ِ َـ
َ > Yَ  ُﻡ/
َ  َو1َُ ْVَ ْEُ َأ*َـ
َ ِﺱ
َ ُْ ْا
Verily, many Messengers were denied before you,
with patience they bore the denial and suffering
until; till Our help reached them, and none can
alter the Words (decree) of Allah. Surely, there
has reached you the information (news) about the
Messengers (before you). (6-34),
meaning, `How We gave them victory and
granted the best end for them and their
followers in this life and the Hereafter. '
Allah said next,

... ِ  ْ َـ1ِ ن
َ ُوWُ ْ& َو ُهْ َی...
while they disbelieve in the Most Gracious (Allah).
Allah says, `These people, that We sent you to,
disbelieve in the Most Gracious and deny Him,
because they dislike describing Allah by ArRahman, Ar-Rahim (the Most Gracious, Most
Merciful).'
This is why on the day of Al-Hudaybiyyah, as AlBukhari narrated, they refused to write, "In the
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Name of Allah, Ar-Rahman Ar-Rahim,'' saying,
"We do not know Ar-Rahman, Ar-Rahim!''
Qatadah narrated this words. Allah the Exalted said,

ﺱْ َ< َء/
N َ ُ اBَ ْا,ُ?ْ>*َ 1 ﻡ1Iاْ ا ْ َـ َ َأی,ُ?ْاْ ا َ َأ ِو اد,ُ?ْ ادJ
ِ Sُ
Hَ-ْ
ُ ْا
Say: "Invoke Allah or invoke the Most Gracious
(Allah), by whatever name you invoke Him, for to
Him belong the Best Names. (17:110)
In his Sahih, Imam Muslim recorded that Abdullah bin
Umar said that the Messenger of Allah said,

َ ْ ْ ُ> اY?
َ  َو
ِ ْ>ُاY?
َ Hَ1َG*َ 
ِ  اHَ ِء ِإ1َ ْ اَْ_ﺱ$
 
َ ن َأ
 ِإ
The most beloved names to Allah the Exalted are:
•

Abdullah and

•

Abdur-Rahman.

Allah said next,

...,َ  ُه/
  ِإَـ َ ِإ/ l َر,َ ْ ُهJSُ ...
Say: "He is my Lord! None has the right to be
worshipped but He!''
meaning: for I believe in Allah in Whom you disbelieve
and affirm His Divinity and Lordship. He is my Lord,
there is no deity worthy of worship except Him,

... '
ُ ْ آ,َ *َ ِ َْ?
َ ...
In Him is my trust,
in all of my affairs,

:٣٠8 ب
ِ 1َ% َوِإَْ ِ َﻡ...
and to Him I turn.
meaning: to Him I return and repent, for He alone
is worthy of all this and none else besides Him.
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ض
ُ ْر/
N 'ْ ِ ِ اGَ g
 Sُ ْل َأو
ُ 1َYM
ِ ْ ﺱُ  َتْ ِ ِ ا1ً)ْSُ ن
 ْ َأ,ََو
1ًGِ K
َ ُ ْﻡ/
N   ِ اJَ Hَ*ْ,َ َْأوْ ُآ َ ِ ِ ا
13:31 And if there had been a Qur'an with which
mountains could be moved (from their places), or
the earth could be cloven asunder, or the dead
could be made to speak (it would not have been
other than this Qur'an). But the decision of all
things is certainly with Allah.

س
َ 1->َى اEَ َ ُ َ< ُء اQْ َی, اْ أَن,ُ- ا"ِی َ ءَا َﻡP
ِ ْیَْـ1َْ َیBَ َأ
1ًGِ K
َ
Have not then those who believed yet known that
had Allah willed, He could have guided all mankind!

ٌْ َأوv?
َ  ِر1َS ْا,ُG-َ ;
َ 1َ ِ ُEYُ ِV*ُ ُْواWَ َل ا"ِی َ آ
ُ  َیَا/
َ َو
ِ  َو?ْ ُ> اH
َ *ِ ْ_ َیH%
َ ْ ﻡ دَا ِر ِه1ًYَِیS J

ُ *َ
And a disaster will not cease to strike those who
disbelieved because of their (evil) deeds or it (i.e.
the disaster) settles close to their homes, until the
promise of Allah comes to pass.

 َد1َGِ ْ ا
ُ ِْR ُی/
َ َ ن ا
 ِإ
Certainly, Allah breaks not His promise.

Virtues of the Qur'an and the Denial of Disbelievers
Allah praises the Qur'an which He has revealed to Muhammad,
peace be upon him, and prefers it to all other divinely revealed
Books before it,

... Hَ*ْ,َ ْض َأوْ ُآ َ ِ ِ ا
ُ ْرL
َ 'ْ ِ ِ اGَ g
 Sُ ْل َأو
ُ 1َYM
ِ ْﺱ  َتْ ِ ِ ا
ُ 1ً)ْSُ ن
 ْ َأ,ََو
And if there had been a Qur'an with which mountains
could be moved (from their places), or the earth could
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be cloven asunder, or the dead could be made to speak
(it would not have been other than this Qur'an).
Allah says, `If there were a Book among the
previous Divine Books with which the mountains
could be moved from their places, or the earth
could be cleaved asunder, or the dead speak in
their graves, it would have been this Qur'an and
none else.'
Or, this Qur'an is more worthy to cause all this,
because of its marvelous eloquence that defies
the ability of mankind and the Jinns, even if all of
them gather their forces together to invent
something like it or even a Surah like it.
Yet, these idolators disbelieve in the Qur'an and
reject it.
Allah said,

... 1ًGِ K
َ ُ ْﻡL
َ  ّ ِ اJَ ...
But the decision of all things is certainly with Allah.
The decision over all affairs is with Allah Alone,
whatever He wills, occurs and whatever He does
not will, never occurs.
Certainly, he whom Allah misguides, will never
find enlightenment and he whom Allah guides,
will never be misled.
Ibn Abbas commented,
"He will only do what He wills and He decided that
He will not do that.''
Ibn Ishaq reported a chain for this, and Ibn Jarir
At-Tabari agreed with it.
We should state here that it is possible to call other
Divine Books, Qur'an', since this Qur'an is based on all of
them.
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Imam Ahmad recorded that Abu Hurayrah said that the
Messenger of Allah said,

ن
َ 1َ&Bَ ،َ ِ َأنْ ُ*ْ َج%ِ ن َی_ْ ُﻡ ُ ِ>َا
َ 1َ&َB َا َء ُةOِ ْ دَا ُو َد اHَ?
َ ْ'Wَ W ﺥ
ُ
J
ِ َ?
َ ْ  ِﻡ1 ِإJ
ُ  َی_ْ ُآ1َ ن
َ 1َ َوآ،ُ%ُ  ج دَا
َ َ ْ*ُ ْ َأنJ
ِ ْYSَ ْ ن ِﻡ
َ )ْOُ ْْ َُأ اOَی
َْی َ>ی
Reciting was made easy for (Prophet) Dawud
(David) in that he used to order that his animal
be prepared for him to ride and in the meantime
he would read the entire Qur'an. He used to eat
only from what his hand made.
Al-Bukhari collected this Hadith.
The Qur'an mentioned here is refers to the
Zabur.
Allah said next,

... ْا,ُ-س ا"ِی َ ) َﻡ
ِ _ََْْ َیBَ  َأ...
Have not then those who believed yet known,
that not all people would believe and understand
and that,

... 1ًGِ K
َ س
َ 1->َى اEَ َ ُ ّء ا1َQْ َی,  أَن...
had Allah willed, He could have guided all mankind,
Surely, there is not a miracle or evidence more
eloquent or effective on the heart and mind than
this Qur'an. Had Allah revealed it to a mountain,
you would see the mountain shake and humbled
from fear of Allah.
The Sahih recorded that the Messenger of Allah said,

ن
َ 1َ آ1َ   َوِإ،ُQ
َ Yَ ِْْ ِ ا2 ِﻡHَ?
َ َ  ) َﻡ1َ ﻡl
َ *ِ >ْ أُوSَ  َو1 ِإl
َ Yِ َ ْ  ِﻡ1َﻡ
1ًGِ 1َ* ْ َ ُه2َ ْن َأآ
َ ,ُ َأنْ َأآ,ُKَْ_رBَ ،lَ ِإ
ُ  ُ^ ا1َْ َأو1ًْ ُ َو%ُ ِ*ا"ِي أُو
vَﻡ1َOِ ْْ َم ا,َی
Every Prophet was given (a miracle) the type of
which would make (some) people believe. What I
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was given, however, is a revelation from Allah to
me, and I hope that I will have the most following
among them (Prophets) on the Day of
Resurrection.
This Hadith indicates that every Prophet's
miracle disappeared upon his death, but this
Qur'an will remain as evidence for all times.
Verily, the miracle of the Qur'an will never end,
nor will it become old the more it is read, nor will
scholars ever have enough of it.
The Qur'an is serious and is not meant for jest;
any tyrant that abandons it, Allah will destroy
him; he who seeks guidance in other than the
Qur'an, then Allah will misguide him.
Allah said next,

 ﻡ1ًYِیSَ J

ُ *َ ٌْ َأوv?
َ  ِر1َS ْا,ُG-َ ;
َ 1َ ِ ُEYُ ِV*ُ ُْواWَ ل ا"ِی َ َآ
ُ  َیَا/
َ  َو...
... ْدَا ِر ِه
And a disaster will not cease to strike those who
disbelieved because of their (evil) deeds or it settles
close to their homes,
because of their denial, disasters will still strike
them in this life or strike those all around them,
as a lesson and example for them.
Allah said in other Ayat,

'
ِ یَـ/
N  ا1َ-ْB ;
َ َى َوOُ َْْ ُ&ْ ﻡ َ ا,
َ 1َ ﻡ1َ-ْ&َْ>ْ َأهOَ ََو
ن
َ ,ُGK
ِ ْْ َیEُ Gَ َ
And indeed We have destroyed towns
round about you, and We have shown
(them) the Ayat in various ways that they
might return (to the truth). (46:27)

ُ Eُ Bَ َ< َأEBِ  ِﻡ ْ َأ}َْا1َEV
ُ Oُ -َ ض
َ ْر/
N  اHِ*ْ_َ 1ن َأ
َ ْ َی َوt
َ Bَ َأ
ن
َ ,ُYِاْ@َـ
See they not that We gradually reduce the
land (in their control) from its outlying
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borders! Is it then they who will overcome!
(21:44)
Qatadah narrated that Al-Hasan commented on Allah's
ِ  دَا ِر/! ً;ِیQَ & (
ُ َ ْ( َأوor it settles close to their
statement, ْ)ه
homes),
"It is in reference to the disaster.''
This is the apparent meaning here.
Al-`Awfi reported that bin Abbas said about,

ٌC
َ َ ِرQ ْا1ُIَ ﺹ
َ َ'ِ )ُ;ُ ِ3ُ (And a Qari`ah (disaster)
strikes them because of their (evil) deeds),
"A torment that descends on them from
heaven,

ْ) دَا ِر ِه/! ً;ِیQَ & (
ُ َ ْ( َأوor it settles close to their
homes),
when the Messenger of Allah camps near
their area and fights them.''
Similar was reported from Mujahid and Qatadah.
Ikrimah said in another narration he reported from Ibn
Abbas that,

ٌC
َ َ ِرQ (Qari'ah), means affliction.
These scholars also said that,

... ِ ّ َو?ْ ُ> اl
َ *ِ ْ_ َیH%
َ ...
until the promise of Allah comes to pass.
refers to the conquering of Makkah.
Al-Hasan Al-Basri said that;
it refers to the Day of Resurrection.
Allah said next,

:٣١8  َد1َGِ ْ ا
ُ ِْR ُی/
َ َ ّن ا
  ِإ...
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Certainly, Allah breaks not His promise.
to His Messengers to aid them and their followers
in this life and the Hereafter,

 ٍم1َO%ِ ?ِیٌ ذُو ا
َ َ ن ا
 ﺱَ ُ ِإ
ُ  وَ?ْ ِ> ِ^ ُر
َ ِْR  ا َ ُﻡYَ 
َ ْ*َ t
َ Bَ
So think not that Allah will fail to keep His
promise to His Messengers. Certainly, Allah is AllMighty, All-Able of Retribution. (14:47)

 ُواْ ُﺙWَ ' ِ"ِی َ َآ
ُ ََْْ_ﻡBَ 
َ ِْYSَ  ﻡJ
ٍﺱ
ُ ُ ِ ِْى َءE%ُ ْ ِ> اﺱOَ ََو
ب
ِ 1َO?
ِ ن
َ 1َ آ
َ ْ&َ Bَ ْEُ *ُ ْ"ﺥ
َ َأ
13:32 And indeed (many) Messengers were mocked
at before you but I granted respite to those who
disbelieved, and finally I punished them. Then how
(terrible) was My punishment!

Comforting the Messenger of Allah
Allah says to His Messenger, while comforting him in facing his
people's denial of him,

... 
َ ِْYSَ  ﻡJ
ٍﺱ
ُ ُ ِ ِْى َءE%ُْ ِ> اﺱOَ ََو
And indeed (many) Messengers were mocked at before
you,
so you have a good example in them,

... ُْواWَ ' ِ"ِی َ َآ
ُ ََْْ_ﻡBَ ...
but I granted respite to those who disbelieved,
deferred their judgment for a term appointed,

... ْEُ *ُ ْ"ﺥ
َ  ُﺙ  َأ...
and finally I punished them.
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with encompassing punishment.
How did you obtain the news of how I gave them
respite and then took them with punishment!'

:٣٢8 ب
ِ 1َO?
ِ ن
َ 1َ آ
َ ْ&َ Bَ ...
Then how (terrible) was My punishment!
Allah said in another Ayah,

ُ ِVَ ْ اH
 َ َوِإ1َE*ُْ"ﺥ
َ ٌ ُﺙ  َأvَ َِـw H
َ ِ َوه1َEَ '
ُ َْْ َأﻡvٍ ْ َیSَ َو َآَ_ ی ﻡ
And many a township did I give respite while it
was given to wrongdoing. Then (in the end) I
seized it (with punishment). And to Me is the
(final) return (of all). (22:48)
It is recorded in the Two Sahihs that the Prophet said,

ْ%ِْWﺥ َ" ُ^ َْ ُی
َ  ِإذَا َأH%
َ ِ ِ1yِ lِْ ُ َ 
َ نا
 ِإ
Verily, Allah gives respite to the unjust until when
He seizes him, He never lets go of him.
The Messenger next recited this Ayah,

ٌ>ﺵ>ِی
َ ٌِن َأﺥْ َ" ُ^ َأ
 ٌ ِإvَ َِـw H
َ َُى َو ِهOْﺥ َ" ا
َ  ِإذَا َأ
َ   َأﺥْ ُ" َر
َ ِ"ََوآ
Such is the punishment of your Lord when He
seizes the (population of) towns while they are
doing wrong. Verily, His punishment is painful,
(and) severe. (11:102)

ِ  ْا,ُGَ K
َ 'ْ َوYَ 
َ  َآ1َ ِ P
ٍ ْWَ J
  ُآHَ?
َ ٌَ< ِﺉS ,َ  َ ْ ُهBَ َأ
ﺵ َآَ< َء
ُ
13:33 Is then He (Allah) Who takes charge of every
person and knows all that he has earned (like any
other deity who knows nothing)! Yet, they ascribe
partners to Allah.
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ٍ Eِ َـyِ ض أَم
ِ ْر/
N  اHِB ُ َْG َی/
َ 1َ ِ ُ َ ,ُqY -َ *ُ ْ ُهْ َأم, ﺱ
َ ْJSُ
ل
ِ ْ,Oَ ْﻡ َ ا
Say: "Name them! Is it that you will inform Him of
something He knows not in the earth or is it (just) a
show of false words.''

 َو َﻡJ
ِ ِY
 ? ِ ا
َ ْ;>وا
ُ ُواْ َﻡ&ْ ُ ُهْ َوWَ َْ ُز ی َ ِ"ِی َ آJَ
 ٍد1َ َ ُ ِﻡ ْ ه1َ Bَ ُ  اJ
ِ ِْkُی
Nay! To those who disbelieved, their plotting is
made fair-seeming, and they have been hindered
from the right path; and whom Allah sends astray,
for him there is no guide.

There is no Similarity between Allah and False Deities in any
Respect
Allah said,

... ْ'Yَ 
َ  َآ1َ ِ P
ٍ ْWَ J
  ُآHَ?
َ ٌَ< ِﺉS ,َ  َ ْ ُهBَ َأ
Is then He (Allah) Who takes charge of every person and
knows all that he has earned,
Allah is the guard and watcher over every living
soul and knows what everyone does, whether
good or evil, and nothing ever escapes His perfect
observation.
Allah said in other Ayat,

ْ ن ِﻡ
َ ,َُ ْG*َ /
َ ن َو
ٍ ْءَاSُ ْ ُ ِﻡ-اْ ِﻡ,ُْ%*َ 1َن َوﻡ
ٍ ْ_ﺵ
َ HِB ن
ُ ,ُ&*َ 1ََوﻡ
ِ ِB ن
َ ,ُkِW*ُ ْدًا ِإذ,ُEﺵ
ُ ْ&ُ َْ?
َ 1- ُآ/
 ِ إJ
ٍ َ?
َ
Neither you do any deed nor recite any portion of
the Qur'an, nor you do any deed, but we are
witness thereof, when you are doing it. (10:61)
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and Allah said,

1َEُ َْG َی/
  ِإvٍ Sَ  ِﻡ َو َر
ُ Oُ ْ*َ 1ََوﻡ
Not a leaf falls, but He knows it. (6:59)

1َ هOَ %َ َْْ ُ ُﻡG َو َی1َESُ ْ ا ِ ِرزHَ?
َ /
 ض ِإ
ِ ْر/
N  اlِB vٍ  )َ ِﻡ د1ََوﻡ
ٍ ِYب ﻡ
ٍ 1َ% ِآHِB J
N  ُآ1َE?
َ ْ َد,%َ َْو ُﻡ
And no moving creature is there on earth but its
provision is due from Allah. And He knows its
dwelling place and its deposits. All is in a Clear
Book. (11:6)


ٍ ْR%َ ْ ُﻡ,َ  َ ِ ِ َو َﻡ ْ ُهEَ K
َ ْ ل َو َﻡ
َ ْ,Oَ ْﺱ  ا
َ ْ ُ&ْ ﻡ ْ َأ-َ)ءٌ ﻡ,ﺱ
َ
 ِر1َE-1ِ ٌ ِرب1َ َوﺱJ
ِ ْ1ِ
It is the same (to Him) whether any of you
conceals his speech or declares it openly, whether
he be hid by night or goes forth freely by day.
(13:10)

HَWْ  َوَأﺥ
 َْ ُ اGَی
He knows the secret and that which is yet more
hidden. (20:7)

ٌِVَ ن
َ ,َُ ْG*َ 1َ ِ ُ ْ وَا%ُ -ُ آ1َ ُ&ْ َأیْ َ ﻡGَ  َﻡ,َ َو ُه
And He is with you wherever you may be. And
Allah is the All-Seer of what you do. (57:4)
Is He Who is like this similar to the idols, that the
polytheists worship, which can neither hear nor see nor
do they have a mind nor able to bring good to
themselves or to their worshippers nor prevent harm
from themselves or their worshippers The answer to the
question in the Ayah was omitted, because it is implied,
for Allah said next,

... ء1َﺵ َآ
ُ ِ ِّ ْا,ُGَ K
َ  َو...
Yet, they ascribe partners to Allah.
which they worshipped besides Him, such as
idols, rivals and false deities,
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... ْ ُه, ﺱ
َ ْJSُ ...
Say: "Name them!''
make them known to us and uncover them so
that they are known, for surely, they do not exist
at all!
So Allah said,

... ض
ِ ْرL
َ  اlِB ُ َْG َی/
َ 1َ ِ ُ َ ,ُqY -َ *ُ ْ َأم...
Is it that you will inform Him of something He knows not
in the earth!
for had that thing existed in or on the earth, Allah
would have known about it because nothing ever
escapes His knowledge,

... ل
ِ ْ,Oَ ْ ِه ٍ ﻡ َ ا1َyِ  أَم...
or is it (just) a show of words,
or doubts expressed in words, according to
Mujahid, while Ad-Dahhak and Qatadah said,
false words.
Allah says, you (polytheists) worshipped the idols
because you thought that they had power to bring
benefit or harm, and this is why you called them
gods,

 ِﻡ1َEِ ُ ل ا
َ َ َْ َوءَاَ< ُؤآُ ﻡ< أ%ُ َهَ< أ,ُ %ُْ ﺱ
َ ٌ َأﺱْ َ<ء/
  ِإH
َ ِإنْ ِه
َ< َءهُ ﻡK ْ>Oَ َ َوP
ُ Wُ N/َى ا,ْE*َ 1َ  َوﻡy
  ا/
 ن ِإ
َ ,ُGYِ % َـ ٍ إِن َیgْﺱ
ُ
>َىEُ ْ ُ اEِ  ر
They are but names which you have named - you
and your fathers - for which Allah has sent down
no authority. They follow but a guess and that
which they themselves desire, whereas there has
surely come to them the guidance from their
Lord! (53:23)
Allah said next,
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... ُْواْ َﻡ&ْ ُ ُهWَ ْ ُز ی َ ِ"ِی َ َآJَ ...
Nay! To those who disbelieved, their plotting is made fair
seeming, (or their words, according to Mujahid).
This Ayah refers to the misguidance of the
polytheists and their propagation night and day.
Allah said in another Ayah,

ُEَ ْا,ُ- َ یBَ  ََ< َءSُ ْEُ َ 1َ-ْkSَ َو
And We have assigned for them (devils) intimate
companions, who have made fair-seeming to
them. (41:25)
Allah said next,

... J
ِ ِY
 ? ِ ا
َ ْ;>وا
ُ  َو...
and they have been hindered from the right path;
Some read with Fatha over the Sad (i.e. wa Saddu),
which would
mean, `and they hindered from the right path,
feeling fond of the misguidance they are in,
thinking that it is correct, they called to it and
thus hindered the people from following the path
of the Messengers.'
Others read it with Damma over the Sad (i.e. wa
Suddu), which would mean,
`and they have been hindered from the right
path,' explained it this way: because they thought
that their way looked fair or correct, they were
hindered by it from the right path,
so Allah said,

:٣٣8  ٍد1َ َ ُ ِﻡ ْ ه1َ Bَ ُ ّ اJ
ِ ِْk َو َﻡ ُی...
and whom Allah sends astray, for him there is no guide.
Allah said in similar instances,
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1ًqْﺵ
َ ِ  َ ُ ِﻡ َ ا
َ ِْ *َ َBَ ُ %َ -َ ْ%Bِ ُ َو َﻡ ُی ِ ِد ا
And whomsoever Allah wants to suffer a trial, you
can do nothing for him against Allah. (5:41)

ْ ﻡEُ َ 1َ َوﻡJ
k
ِ ْ>ِى َﻡ ُیE َی/
َ َ ن ا
 \ِ Bَ ْ ُه>َا ُهHَ?
َ ْإِن َ*ْ ِص
َ ِیV
ِ ـ
If you covet for their guidance, then verily, Allah
guides not those whom He makes to go astray.
And they will have no helpers. (16:37)

1َ َوﻡ
ﺵ
َ ﺥ َ ِة َأ
ِ/
Nبا
ُ "َاGَ َ َو1َْ>  ِة ا,َ
َ ْ اHِB ٌ?"َاب
َ ْEُ 
ق
ٍ ُ ﻡ َ ا ِ ِﻡ وَاEَ
13:34 For them is a torment in the life of this world,
and certainly, harder is the torment of the
Hereafter. And they have no defender (or protector)
against Allah.

ُ َـEْL
َ  ا1َE%ِ ْ*َ ِْى ِﻡM*َ ن
َ ,ُO% ُ ْ? َ> ا
ِ  ُوHِ% اvِ - M
َ ْ اJ
ُ 2َ ﻡ
HَYْO?
ُ اْ و,َO*  ا"ِی َ اHَYْO?
ُ 
َ ْ*ِ 1َEw
ِ  دَ) ِﺉٌ ِو1َEُُأ ُآ
 ُر1-ِی َ اWِ اْ&َـ
13:35 The description of the Paradise which those
who have Taqwa have been promised: Underneath
it rivers flow, its provision is eternal and so is its
shade; this is the end (final destination) of those
who have Taqwa, and the end (final destination) of
the disbelievers is Fire.

Punishment of the Disbelievers and Reward of the Pious
Believers
Here, Allah mentions the punishment of the disbelievers and the
reward of the righteous believers, after describing the Kufr and
Shirk that the disbelievers indulge in,
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... 1َْ>  ِة ا1َ
َ ْ اlِB ٌ?"َاب
َ ْEُ 
For them is a torment in the life of this world,
by the hands of
capturing them,

the

believers,

killing

and

... ﺥ َ ِة
ِ Uب ا
ُ "َاGَ َ َو...
and certainly, the torment of the Hereafter,
which will come after they suffer humiliation in
this life,

... 
ﺵ
َ  َأ...
is harder,
many times harder.
The Messenger of Allah said to those who agreed to
Mula`anah,

ﺥَة
ِ <ْب ا
ِ ?"َا
َ ْ ن ِﻡ
ُ ,َ ْ َأه1َْ> ب ا
َ ?"َا
َ ن
 ِإ
Surely, the torment of this life, is easier than the
torment of the Hereafter.
Indeed, and just as the Messenger of Allah
stated, the torment of this life ends but the
torment of the Hereafter is everlasting in a Fire
that is seventy times hot than our fire, where
there are chains whose thickness and hardness
are unimaginable.

:٣٤8 ق
ٍ ُ ﻡ َ اّ ِ ِﻡ وَاEَ 1َ َوﻡ...
And they have no defender (or protector) against
Allah.
Allah said in other Ayat,

ٌ>
َ ?"َا َ ُ َأ
َ ب
ُ " Gَ  ُی/
 "ٍ qِ ْ َﻡ,َ Bَ
ٌ>
َ  ُ َأSَ 1َ َوﺙ
ُ  ِﺙ,ُ ی/
َ َو
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So on that Day none will punish as He will punish.
And none will bind as He will bind. (89:25-26)

ًِاGﺱ
َ vِ ?
َ 11ِ ب
َ "  ِ َ َآ1َْ>%َ ْ? َوَأvِ ?
َ 11ِ ْا,ُ" ْ َآJَ
ًِاB َو َز1ًy@َ *َ 1َEَ ْا,ُGِ ﺱ
َ >ٍ ِGَ ن
ٍ 1َ&ْ ﻡ ﻡEُ ْ*ِإذَا َرَأ
رًا,ُY ُﺙ
َ ِ1َ-ْاْ ُه,?
َ  ِ َ َدOَ  ﻡ1ًOﺽ
َ 1ً1َ& َﻡ1َEْ-اْ ِﻡ,ُOَْوَإذَ) ُأ
ًِا2رًا َآ,ُYاْ ُﺙ,ُ?ْرًا َوِ>ًا وَاد,ُYْ َم ُﺙ,َ ْاْ ا,ُ?ْ>*َ /

َ) ًءK
َ ْEُ َ ْ'َ 1َن آ
َ ,ُO% ُ ْ? َ> ا
ِ  َوHِ%ْ ِ> اR
ُ ْ اvُ - K
َ ْﺥٌْ َأم
َ 
َ ِْ َأ َذJSُ
ًِاVَو َﻡ
And for those who deny the Hour, We have
prepared a flaming Fire. When it (Hell) sees them
from a far place, they will hear its raging and its
roaring. And when they shall be thrown into a
narrow place thereof, chained together, they will
exclaim therein for destruction.
Exclaim not today for one
exclaim for many destructions.

destruction,

but

Say: "Is that (torment) better, or the Paradise of
Eternity promised for those who have Taqwa!'' It
will be theirs as a reward and as a final
destination. (25:11-15)
Similarly He said;

... ن
َ ,ُO%ُ ْ? َ> ا
ِ  ُوlِ% اvِ - M
َ ْ اJ
ُ 2َ ﻡ
The description of the Paradise which those who have
Taqwa have been promised,
meaning its description and qualities;

...  ُر1َEْL
َ  ا1َE%ِ ْ*َ ِْي ِﻡM*َ ...
Underneath it rivers flow,
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these rivers flow in the various parts and grades
of Paradise and wherever its people wish they
flow and gush forth for them.
Allah also said,

ٍﺱ
ِ ْ ِ ءَاh
َ رٌ ﻡ ﻡ< ٍء1َEَْ< َأEِB ن
َ ,ُO% ُ ْ? َ> ا
ِ  ُوHِ% اvِ - M
َ ْ اJ
ُ 2َ ﻡ
َ ِِ ـQ ﺥ ْ ٍ  " ٍة
َ ْ َـٌ ﻡEْْ ُ ُ َوَأG}
َ ْ @َ %َ  ٍ ْ َیYَ  رٌ ﻡ1َEَْوَأ
ٌ َةWِ ْ@ت َو َﻡ
ِ َ َ 2 اJ
  ِﻡ ُآ1َEِB ْEُ َ َوHIWV
َ  ﻡJ
ٍ
َ?
َ ْ َـٌ ﻡEَْوَأ
The description of Paradise which those who have
Taqwa have been promised (is that) in it are
rivers of water the taste and smell of which are
not changed, rivers of wine delicious to those who
drink, and rivers of clarified honey, therein for
them is every kind of fruit, and forgiveness.
(47:15)
Allah said next,

... 1َEw
ِ  دَ) ِﺉٌ ِو1َEُ ُأ ُآ...
its provision is eternal and so is its shade,
for Paradise has foods, fruits and drinks that
never end or finish.
It is recorded in the Two Sahihs that Ibn Abbas narrated
in the Hadith about the Eclipse prayer that the
Companions said,
"O Allah's Messenger! While you were standing (in
prayer), we saw you reach for something with
your hand and then you brought it back.''
The Messenger said,

ْ,َ َو،دًا,ُOْ-?
ُ 1َEْ-' ِﻡ
ُ ْ َو1َ-%َ Bَ vَ - M
َ ْ' ا
ُ  َأوْ ُأرِیvَ - M
َ ْ' ا
ُ ْ َرَأیlِإ
1َْ> ' ا
ِ َ Oِ َ 1َْ ُ ﻡ-ْ ِﻡ%ُ ْﺥ"ْ ُ* ُ ََ_ َآ
َ َأ
I saw Paradise - or was shown Paradise - and
reached for a cluster (of grapes or other fruit),
and had I kept it, you would have eaten from it as
long as this life remains.
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Imam Muslim recorded that Jabir bin Abdullah said that
the Messenger of Allah said,

1َ َو،َن,ُ}, @َ %َ  َی1َن َو
َ ,ُgR
 َ %َ  َی1َ َو،َن,َُ ْQ َو َیvِ - M
َ ْ اJ
ُ ْ َأهJ
ُ َی_ْ ُآ

َ ِYْ% ن ا
َ ,ُ Eَ ْ َو ُی،ِِْ ْ ا
ِ ءٌ َآِی1َQK
ُ ْEُ  ُﻡ1َG}
َ ،َن,ُ,ُYَی
PَW- ن ا
َ ,ُ Eَ ْ ُی1َ  َآP
َ ْ>ِیO% وَا
The people of Paradise eat and drink, and they do
not need to blow their noses, or answer the call of
nature, or urinate, for they pass the food
excrements in belches, which smell like musk.
They will be inspired to praise and glorify (Allah)
as spontaneously as they breathe.
Imams Ahmad and An-Nasa'i recorded that Thumamah
bin Uqbah said that he heard Zayd bin Arqam say,
"A man from the People of the Scriptures came
and said (to the Prophet), `O Abul-Qasim! You
claim that the people of Paradise eat and drink'
The Prophet said,

vِ  َﺉ1ِ َة ﻡ, Sُ HَgGَُ ْEُ ْ- ِﻡJ
َK
ُ  ن ا
  ِإ،ِ^>ِ َ ِ >ٍ  
َ  ُﻡP
ُ ْWَ  وَا ِ"ي،ْGَ َ
َة,ْEQ
 ع وَا
ِ 1َ M
ِ ْب وَا
ِ ْQ
  وَاJ
ِ ْ اَْ_آlِB ٍJK
ُ َر
Yes. By He in Whose Hand is Muhammad's life, a
man among them will be given the strength of a
hundred men in eating, drinking, sexual
intercourse and appetite.
That man asked, `He who eats and drinks needs
to relieve the call of nature, but Paradise is pure
(from feces and urine).'
The Prophet said,


ِ ِْ ْ ا
ِ  ِد ِهْ َآِی,ُK
ُ ْ  ِﻡj
ُ ِW َی1ًْ ِ> ِهْ َرﺵ
َ  َأvُ K
َ 1َ ن
ُ ,ُ&*َ
ُ-ْgَ ُ ُ ْkَ Bَ
One of them (residents of Paradise) relieves the
call of nature through a sweat that emanates
from the skin, with the scent of musk, and the
stomach becomes empty again.
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Imam Ahmad
Hadith.

and

An-Nasa'i

collected

this

Allah said in other Ayat,

ِ َ ٍة2 َآvٍ Eَ &ِ َـBَو
vٍ ?
َ ,ُ-ْ  َﻡ/
َ  َوvٍ ?
َ ,ُgْO َﻡ/

And fruit in plenty, whose supply is not cut off nor
are they out of reach. (56:32-33)

t
ً ِْ"*َ 1َEBُ ,ُgSُ ْ'َ َو ُذ1َEَُـw
ِ ْEِ َْ?
َ vً َ ِ َودَا
And the shade thereof is close upon them, and
the bunches of fruit thereof will hang low within
their reach. (76:14)
The shade of Paradise is everlasting and never
shrinks, just as Allah said,

'
ٍ ـ-K
َ ْEُ ُﺥ
ِ ْ>-ُ ﺱ
َ '
ِ ـَِـVاْ ا,ُِ ?
َ اْ َو,ُ-وَا"ِی َ ءَا َﻡ
<َEِB ْEُ  َ< َأَ>ًاEِB َ َـ ُ ﺥَـِ>ِیEْ/
N  ا1َE%ِ ْ*َ ِْى ِﻡM*َ
t
ً ِw
َ t
I ِـw ْEُ ُﺥ
ِ ْ>ُ  َةٌ َوE g
َ َأزْ َوجٌ ﻡ
But those who believe and do deeds of
righteousness, We shall admit them to
Gardens under which rivers flow, abiding
therein forever. Therein they shall have
pure mates, and We shall admit them to
shades wide and ever deepening. (4:57)
Allah often mentions the description of Paradise
and the description of the Fire together, to make
Paradise appealing and warn against the Fire.
This is why, after Allah mentioned the description
of Paradise here,
He next said,

:٣٥8 ر
ُ 1-ِی َ اBِ 1َ&ْ اHَYْO?
ُ اْ و,َO*  ا"ِی َ اHَYْO?
ُ 
َ ْ*ِ ...
this is the end (final destination) of those who have
Taqwa, and the end (final destination) of the
disbelievers is Fire.
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Allah said in another Ayah,

ُ  ُهvِ - M
َ ْ ا$
ُ  َأ;َْـvِ - M
َ ْ ا$
ُ  ِر َوَأ;َْـ1- ا$
ُ ِى َأ;َْـ,%َ ْ َی/
َ
ن
َ َ< ِﺉُوWْا
Not equal are the dwellers of the Fire and the
dwellers of the Paradise. It is the dwellers of
Paradise that will be successful. (59:20)

َ  َو ِﻡ
َ َْل ِإ
َ ِ ُن ِ َ< أ
َ ,َُ ْW َی$
َ َـ%&ِ ْ ُ اEُ َـ-ْ*َ ) َ وَا"ِی
ُ k
َ ْGَ ُ &ِ -ُب َﻡ ی
ِ َْا/
Nا
13:36 Those to whom We have given the Book,
rejoice at what has been revealed unto you, but
there are among the Ahzab (Confederates) those
who reject a part thereof.

,ُ?ْك ِ ِ ِإَْ ِ َأد
َ ِ ْ ُأﺵ/َ َ> ا َ وYُ ْ?ت َأنْ َأ
ُ ْْ ِإ  َ< ُأ ِﻡJSُ
ب
ِ <ََوِإَْ ِ ﻡ
Say: "I am commanded only to worship Allah and
not to join partners with Him. To Him I call and to
Him is my return.''

1Iِ َ ?
َ 1ً ْ&
ُ ^ُ 1َ-َْ َ أ
َ ِ"ََوآ
13:37 And thus have We sent it (the Qur'an) down
to be a judgement of authority in Arabic.

َ  ِﻡ
َ َ 1َْ ِ ﻡGِ ْك ِﻡ َ ا
َ َ< َءK 1َْ َ> ﻡGَ َُا َءه,ْ' َأه
َ ْGYَ * ِ اqِ ََو
ق
ٍ  وَا/
َ  َوH
] ِا ِ ِﻡ َو
Were you to follow their (vain) desires after the
knowledge which has come to you, then you will not
have any Wali (protector) or defender against Allah.
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The Truthful Ones from among the People of the Scriptures
rejoice at what Allah has revealed to Muhammad
Allah said,

... ب
َ 1َ%&ِ ْ ُه ُ ا1َ-ْ*َ ) َ وَا"ِی
Those to whom We have given the Book,
and they adhere by it,

... 
َ َْل ِإ
َ ِ ُ أ1َ ِ ن
َ ,َُ ْW َی...
rejoice at what has been revealed unto you,
i.e. the Qur'an, because they have evidence in
their Books affirming the truth of the Qur'an and
conveying the good news of its imminent
revelation, just as Allah said in another Ayah,

ِ *ِ  َوt
َ *ِ 

َ ُ َ ,ُْ% َی$
َ َـ%&ِ ْ ُ اEُ َـ-ْ*َ ) َ ا"ِی
Those to whom We gave the Book recite it as it
should be recited. (2:121)
Allah said,

Hَْ%ِْ ِ ِإذَا ُیYSَ ْ َ ِﻡGِ ْاْ ا,ُ*ن ا"ِی َ أُو
 اْ ِإ,ُ-ْ ِﻡ.*ُ /
َ ْاْ ِ ِ َأو,ُ-ْ ) ِﻡJSُ
>ًاM
ﺱ
ُ ن
ِ 1َSْذ
َ ِ ن
َ وR
ِ ْ َیEِ َْ?
َ
/
ً ,ُGْWَ َ 1َ- ن َو?ْ ُ> َر
َ 1َ إِن آ1َ-ن َر
َ 1َْYﺱ
ُ ن
َ ,ُ,ُOَو َی
Say: "Believe in it or do not believe (in it). Verily,
those who were given knowledge before it, when
it is recited to them, fall down on their chins
(faces) in humble prostration.''
And they say: "Glory be to our Lord! Truly, the
promise of our Lord must be fulfilled.'' (17:107108)
meaning, Allah's promise to us in our
Books to send Muhammad is true. It is
certain and will surely come to pass and
be fulfilled, so all praise to our Lord, how
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truthful is His promise, all the thanks are
due to Him,

1ً?,ُQﺥ
ُ ْن َو َیِی ُ> ُه
َ ,ُ&ْYن َی
ِ 1َSْذt
N ِ ن
َ وR
ِ َو َی
And they fall down on their faces weeping and it
increases their humility. (17:109)
Allah said next,

... ُ k
َ ْGَ ُ &ِ -ُب َﻡ ی
ِ َْاL
َ  َو ِﻡ َ ا...
but there are among the Ahzab (Confederates) those
who reject a part thereof.
meaning, `There are those among the sects who
disbelieve in some of what was revealed to you
(O Muhammad).'
Mujahid said that,

ب
ِ َا#َْ  ا/
َ !ِ ( َوbut there are among the Ahzab
(Confederates),
refers to Jews and Christians,

+ُ َ َْ ُ Lِ Iُ ی/َ! (those who reject a part thereof),
meaning, `They reject a part of the truth
that came down to you - O Muhammad.'
Similar was reported from Qatadah and AbdurRahman bin Zayd bin Aslam.
Allah said in similar Ayat,

ِ 1ِ ُ ْ ِﻡ. َ َ ُی$
ِ َـ%&ِ ْ اJ
ِ ْن ِﻡ ْ َأه
 َوِإ
And there are, certainly, among the People
of the Scripture, those who believe in
Allah. (3:199)
Allah said next,

... ِ ِ ك
َ ِ ْ ُأﺵ/َ َ> اّ َ وYُ ْ?ت َأنْ َأ
ُ ْ ُأ ِﻡ1َ  ْ ِإJSُ ...
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Say: "I am commanded only to worship Allah and not to
join partners with Him...''
meaning, `I (Muhammad) was sent with the
religion of worshipping Allah alone without
partners, just as the Messengers before me,

... ,ُ?ْ ِإَْ ِ َأد...
To Him (alone) I call,
I call the people to His path,

:٣٦8 ب
ِ <َ َوِإَْ ِ ﻡ...
and to Him is my return.
final destination and destiny.'
Allah said,

... 1Iِ َ ?
َ 1ً ْ&
ُ ^ُ 1َ-َْ َ أ
َ ِ"َ َو َآ
And thus have We sent it (the Qur'an) down to be a
judgement of authority in Arabic.
Allah says, `Just as We sent Messengers before
you and revealed to them Divine Books from
heaven, We sent down to you the Qur'an, a
judgement of authority in Arabic, as an honor for
you, and We preferred you among all people with
this clear, plain and unequivocal Book that,

ٍ ِ&
َ ْ ٌ ﻡJِی-َ* ِ Wِ ْﺥ
َ ْ  ِﻡ/
َ  ِﻡ َْ ِ َی َ>یْ ِ َوJ
ُg
ِ َـYْ َی_ْ*ِ ِ ا/

>ٍ ِ 
َ
Falsehood cannot come to it from before it or
behind it: (it is) sent down by the All-Wise,
Worthy of all praise.' (41:42)
Allah's statement,

... َُاءه,ْ' َأه
َ ْGYَ *  ِ اqِ َ َو...
Were you to follow their (vain) desires,
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means, their opinions,

... ِ ْGِ ْك ِﻡ َ ا
َ ء1َK 1َْ َ> ﻡGَ ...
after the knowledge which has come to you,
from Allah, all praise to Him,

:٣٧8 ق
ٍ  وَا/
َ  َوl
] ِ ِﻡ َ اّ ِ ِﻡ َو
َ َ 1َ ﻡ...
then you will not have any Wali (protector) or defender
against Allah.
This part of the Ayah warns people of knowledge
against following the paths of misguidance after
they had gained knowledge in (and abided by)
the Prophetic Sunnah and the path of
Muhammad, may Allah's best peace and blessings
be on him.

vً  َو ُذ ر ی1ًKْ َأزْوَاEُ َ 1َ-ْGَ K
َ  َو
َ ِْYSَ  ﻡt
ًﺱ
ُ  ُر1َ-ْﺱ
َ ْ>ْ َأرOَ ََو
13:38 And indeed We sent Messengers before you,
and made for them wives and offspring.

J
ٍK
َ  َأJ
 &ُ ِ ِ ن ا
ِ ْ ِِ\ذ/
  ِإvٍ  َی1َ ِـH
َ *ِ ْ_ل أَن َی
ٍ ,ُن ِ َﺱ
َ 1َ آ1ََوﻡ
ٌب1َ%ِآ
And it was not for a Messenger to bring a sign
except by Allah's leave. (For) every matter there is
a decree (from Allah).

$
ِ َـ%&ِ ْ َ> ُ^ ُأ م ا-ِ?' َو
ُ Yِ ْ2َ< ُء َو ُیQ َی1َ ا ُ ﻡ,ُْ َی
13:39 Allah blots out what He wills and confirms
(what He wills). And with Him is the Mother of the
Book.
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All Prophets and Messengers were Humans
Allah says,

... vً  َو ُذ ر ی1ًKْ َأزْوَاEُ َ 1َ-ْGَ K
َ  َو
َ ِْYSَ  ﻡt
ً ﺱ
ُ  ُر1َ-ْﺱ
َ ْ>ْ َأرOَ ََو
And indeed We sent Messengers before you, and made
for them wives and offspring.
Allah says, `Just as We have sent you O
Muhammad, a Prophet and a human, We sent the
Messengers before you from among mankind,
that eat food, walk in the markets, and We gave
them wives and offspring.'
Allah said to the most honorable and Final
Messenger,

H
 َ ِإHَ,ُُْ ُ&ْ ی2ٌ ﻡQ
َ َ ْ1َ ْ ِإ  َ< َأJSُ
Say: "I am only a man like you. It has
been revealed to me.'' (18:110)
It is recorded in the Two Sahihs that the Messenger of
Allah said,

ج
ُ  َوَأ َ* َ و،َْ اJ
ُ  وَ) ُآ،ُم1َ ُم َوَأ,ُS وََأ،ُg
ِ ْB ُم َوُأ,ُ;_َBَ 1َ َأ1َأﻡ
l- ِﻡP
َ َْBَ lِ%-ﺱ
ُ ْ?
َ $
َ h
ِ  َ ْ َرBَ ،َء1َ- ا
As for me, I fast and break the fast, stand in
prayer at night and sleep, eat meat and marry
women; so whoever turns away from my Sunnah
is not of mine.

No Prophet can bring a Miracle except by Allah's Leave
Allah said,

... ِ ّن ا
ِ ْ ِِ\ذ/
  ِإvٍ  ِ< َیl
َ *ِ ْ_ل أَن َی
ٍ ,ُن ِ َﺱ
َ 1َ آ1َ َوﻡ...
And it was not for a Messenger to bring a sign except by
Allah's leave.
meaning, no Prophet could have brought a
miracle to his people except by Allah's permission
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and will, for this matter is only decided by Allah
the Exalted and Most Honored, not the Prophets;
surely Allah does what He wills and decides what
He wills.

:٣٨8 ٌب1َ% ِآJ
ٍK
َ  َأJ
 &ُ ِ ...
(For) every matter there is a decree (from Allah).
for every term appointed, there is a record (or
decree) that keeps it, and everything has a
specific due measure with Allah,

$
ٍ َـ% ِآHِB 
َ ِن ذ
 ض ِإ
ِ ْر/
N  َ< ِء وَا
  اHِB 1ََْ ُ ﻡGن ا َ َی
 َْْ َأG*َ ََْأ
ٌِ ا ِ َیHَ?
َ 
َ ِن ذ
 ِإ
Know you not that Allah knows all that is in the
heaven and on the earth, Verily, it is (all) in the
Book. Verily, that is easy for Allah. (22:70)

Meaning of Allah blotting out what He wills and confirming
what He wills of the Book
Allah said,

... ء1َQ َی1َ اّ ُ ﻡ,ُْ َی
Allah blots out what He wills,
of the divinely revealed Books,

... '
ُ Yِ ْ2 َو ُی...
and confirms,
until the Qur'an, revealed from Allah to His
Messenger peace be upon him, abrogated them
all.
Mujahid commented; ?
ُ ;ِ ْ$َء َو ُیS !َ َی+ُ ّ اﻝ1ُ(ْ'( َیAllah blots out
what He wills and confirms (what He wills).
"Except life and death, misery and happiness
(i.e., faith and disbelief), for they do not change.''
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Mansur said that he asked Mujahid,
"Some of us say in their supplication, `O Allah! If
my name is with those who are happy (believers),
affirm my name among them, and if my name is
among the miserable ones (disbelievers), remove
it from among them and place it among the
happy ones.''
Mujahid said. "This supplication is good.''
I met him a year or more later and repeated the
same question to him and he recited these Ayat,

vٍ َـ َ َآY ﻡvٍ ََْ HِB ُ َـ-َْ َِإ< أ
We sent it (this Qur'an) down on a blessed night.
(44:3)
Mujahid commented next,
"During Laylatul-Qadr (Night of the
Decrees), Allah decides what provisions
and disasters will occur in the next year of.
He then brings forward or back (or blots
out) whatever He wills.
As for the Book containing the records of
the happy (believers) and the miserable
(disbelievers), it does not change.''
Al-A`mash narrated that Abu Wa'il, Shaqiq bin Salamah
said that he used to recite this supplication often,
"O Allah, if You wrote us among the wretched
ones, remove this status from us and write us
among the blessed ones. If You wrote us among
the blessed ones, please let us stay that way, for
surely, You blot out and confirm what You will,
and with You is the Mother of the Book.''
Ibn Jarir At-Tabari collected this.
Similar statements were collected from Umar bin
Al-Khattab and Abdullah bin Mas`ud, indicating
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that Allah blots out (or abrogates) and affirms
what He wills in the Book of Records.
What further supports this meaning is that Imam Ahmad
recorded that Thawban said that the Messenger of Allah
said,

1 َ> َر ِإOَ ْ َی ُ د ا1َ َو،ُYُ ِV ُی$
ِ ْ" 1ِ ق
َ ْ َ ُْ َ ُم ا زJ
َK
ُ  ن ا
 ِإ
ِYْ ا1 ْ ِ ِإGُ ْ اlِB >ُ  َیِی1َ َو،ُء1َ?> ا
A man might be deprived of a provision (that was
written for him) because of a sin that he
commits; only supplication changes Al-Qadar
(Predestination); and only Birr (righteousness)
can increase the life span.''
An-Nasa'i and Ibn Majah collected this Hadith.
There is also a Hadith recorded in the Sahih that
affirms that;
maintaining the ties of the womb increases the
life span.

:٣٩8 ب
ِ 1َ%&ِ ْ َ> ُ^ ُأ م ا-ِ?' َو
ُ Yِ ْ2ء َو ُی1َQ َی1َ اّ ُ ﻡ,ُْ َی
Allah blots out what He wills and confirms (what He
wills). And with Him is the Mother of the Book.
Al-Awfi reported that Ibn Abbas said about Allah's
statement,
"A man might work in Allah's obedience for a
while but he reverts to the disobedience of Him
and then dies while misguided.
This is what Allah blots out, while what He
confirms is a man who works in His disobedience,
but since goodness was destined for him, he dies
after reverting to the obedience of Allah.
This is what Allah confirms.''
It was also reported that Sa`id bin Jubayr said that this
Ayah is in the meaning of another Ayah,
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ٌ>ِیSَ ْ ٍءlﺵ
َ J
  ُآHَ?
َ ُ َ< ُء وَاQب َﻡ َی
ُ " Gَ َ< ُء َوُیQ ُ ِ َ َیWِ ْ@َ Bَ
Then He forgives whom He wills and punishes
whom He wills. And Allah is able to do all things.
(2:284)

1َ  \ِBَ 
َ - َ B ,َ %َ َ ْ ُ> ُهْ َأوGِ َ  ا"ِىj
َ ْGَ 
َ -  ُ ِ َی1َوإِن ﻡ
ب
ُ 1َ
ِ ْ ا1َ-َْ?
َ َـ ُ َوYَ ْ ا
َ َْ?
َ
13:40 Whether We show you part of what We have
promised them or cause you to die, your duty is
only to convey (the Message) and on Us is the
reckoning.

ُ  وَا1َEBِ  ِﻡ ْ َأ}َْا1َEV
ُ Oُ -َ ض
َ ْر/
N  اHِ*ْ_َ 1َأ َوَْ َی َوْاْ َأ
ب
ِ 1َ
ِ ْ اAُ ﺱِی
َ ,َ &ْ ِ ِ َو ُه
ُ ِ $
َ O Gَ  ُﻡ/
َ ُ &ُ َْی
13:41 See they not that We gradually reduce the
land from its outlying borders. And Allah judges,
there is none to put back His judgement, and He is
swift at reckoning.

Punishment is by Allah, and the Messenger's Job is only to
convey the Message
Allah said to His Messenger,

... ْ ُ> ُهGِ َ  ا"ِيj
َ ْGَ 
َ -  ُ ِ َی1َوإِن ﻡ
Whether We show you part of what We have promised
them,
O Muhammad, part of the disgrace and
humiliation We have promised your enemies in
this life,

... 
َ - َ B ,َ %َ َ ْ َأو...
or cause you to die, (before that),
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... غ
ُt
َ Yَ ْ ا
َ َْ?
َ 1َ  \ِBَ ...
your duty is only to convey,
We have only sent you to convey to them Allah's
Message, and by doing so, you will have fulfilled
the mission that was ordained on you,

:٤٠8 ب
ُ 1َ
ِ ْ ا1َ-َْ?
َ  َو...
and on Us is the reckoning,
their reckoning and recompense is on Us.'
Allah said in similar Ayat,

ٌ' ُﻡ َ" آ
َ َ َ" آْ ِإ  َ< أBَ
ٍ g
ِ ْ
َ ُ ِ ِEَْ?
َ '
َ ْ
َ Wَ  َو َآH,َ *َ  َﻡ/
 ِإ
َ Yَ ْآ/
Nبا
َ "َاGَ ْ " ُ ُ ا ُ اGَ ْBَ
ْEُ َ 1ََ< ِإی-َْن ِإ
 ِإ
ْEُ َ 1َ
ِ 1َ-َْ?
َ ن
 ُﺙ  ِإ
So remind them - you are only one who reminds.
You are not a dictator over them - Save the one
who turns away and disbelieves. Then Allah will
punish him with the greatest punishment. Verily,
to Us will be their return, Then verily, for Us will
be their reckoning. (88:21-26)
Allah said next,

... 1َEBِ  ِﻡ ْ َأ}َْا1َEV
ُ Oُ -َ ض
َ ْرL
َ  اlِ*ْ_َ 1َأ َوَْ َی َوْاْ َأ
See they not that We gradually reduce the land from its
outlying borders.
Ibn Abbas commented,
"See they not that We are granting land after land
to Muhammad!''
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Al-Hasan and Ad-Dahhak commented that;
this Ayah refers to Muslims gaining the upper
hand over idolators, just as Allah said in another
Ayah,

َىOُ َْْ ُ&ْ ﻡ َ ا,
َ 1َ ﻡ1َ-ْ&َْ>ْ َأهOَ ََو
And indeed We have destroyed towns round
about you. (46:27)

:٤١8 ب
ِ 1َ
ِ ْ اAُ ﺱِی
َ ,َ &ْ ِ ِ َو ُه
ُ ِ $
َ O Gَ  ُﻡ/
َ ُ &ُ ْ وَاّ ُ َی...
And Allah judges, there is none to put back His
judgement, and He is swift at reckoning.

1ًGِ K
َ ُ ْ&َ ِْ ِ اBَ ْEِ ِْYSَ >ْ َﻡ َ& َ ا"ِی َ ِﻡSَ َو
13:42 And verily, those before them did devise
plots, but all planning is Allah's.

 ا>ا ِرHَYْO?
ُ ْ َ ِ ُ ـW&ُ َْْ ُ اGَ ﺱ
َ  َوP
ٍ ْWَ J
  ُآ$
ُ 
ِ ْ&*َ 1ََْ ُ ﻡGَی
He knows what every person earns, and the
disbelievers will know who gets the good end (final
destination).

The Disbelievers plot, but the Believers gain the Good End
Allah says,

... ْEِ ِْYSَ >ْ َﻡ َ& َ ا"ِی َ ِﻡSَ َو
And verily, those before them did devise plots,
against their Messengers, they wanted to expel
them from their land, but Allah devised plots
against the disbelievers and gave the good end to
those who fear Him.
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Allah said in other Ayat,

ك
َ ,ُKِ ْRك َأوْ ُی
َ ,ُ%ُ ْOك َأوْ َی
َ ,ُ%Yِ ْ2ُ ِ ُْواWَ  ا"ِی َ َآ
َ ِ ُ &ُ ْ َوِإذْ َی
َ ﺥْ ُ اْ َـ ِ&ِی
َ ُ ن َو َی ْ ُ& ُ ا ُ وَا
َ َو َی ْ ُ&ُو
And (remember) when the disbelievers plotted
against you to imprison you, or to kill you, or to
get you out; they were plotting and Allah too was
plotting; and Allah is the Best of those who plot.
(8:30)
and,

ن
َ  ُوGُ ْQ َی/
َ ْ َﻡ&ًْا َو ُه1َْ&َ َو َﻡ َ&ُواْ َﻡ&ًْا َو َﻡ
َ ِGَ ْKْ َأEُ ْ َﻡ,Sَ ْ َوEُ  َد ﻡَْـ1 َﻡ&ِْ ِهْ َأvُ Yَ Oِ ن ?َـ
َ 1َ آ
َ ْْ َآy
ُ 1َB
So they plotted a plot, and We planned a plan,
while they perceived not. Then see how was the
end of their plot! Verily, We destroyed them and
their nation, all together. (27:50,51)

... 1ًGِ K
َ ُ ْ&َ ِّْ ِ اBَ ...
but all planning is Allah's.
Allah said next,

... P
ٍ ْWَ J
  ُآ$
ُ 
ِ ْ&*َ 1ََْ ُ ﻡG َی...
He knows what every person earns,
meaning, He alone knows all secrets and
concealed thoughts and will reckon each person
according to his work,

...  ُر1W&ُ َْْ ُ اGَ ﺱ
َ  َو...
and the Kuffar (disbeliever) will know ,

:٤٢8 ر
ِ  ا>اHَYْO?
ُ ْ َ ِ ...
who gets the good end.
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who will earn the ultimate and final victory, they
or the followers of the Messengers. Indeed, the
followers of the Messengers will earn the good
end in this life and the Hereafter, all thanks and
praise is due to Allah.

t
ًﺱ
َ ْ' ُﻡ
َ َْ ُْواWَ ل ا"ِی َ َآ
ُ ,ُOَو َی
13:43 And those who disbelieved, say: "You are not
a Messenger.''

$
ِ َـ%&ِ ْ?ْ ُ ا
ِ ^ُ >َ -ِ? ْ  ُ&ْ َو َﻡ-َ َْ  َوlِ-َْ ِ>ًاEﺵ
َ ِ 1ِ HَWْ َآJSُ
Say: "Sufficient as a witness between me and you is
Allah and those too who have knowledge of the
Scripture.''

Allah and those who have Knowledge of the Scripture are
Sufficient as Witness to the Message of the Prophet
Allah says,

... ُْواWَ ل ا"ِی َ َآ
ُ ,ُOَو َی
And those who disbelieved, say:
Allah says, the disbelievers reject you and say,

... t
ً ﺱ
َ ْ' ُﻡ
َ َْ ...
You are not a Messenger. (from Allah),

... ْ&ُ -َ َْ  َوlِ-َْ ِ>ًاEﺵ
َ ِ ّ1ِ HَWْ َآJSُ ...
Say: "Sufficient as a witness between me and you is
Allah...''
meaning, say, `Allah is sufficient for me and He is
the witness over me and you. He is witness that I
(Muhammad) have conveyed the Message from
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Him and over you, O rejecters, to the falsehood
that you invent.'
Allah said,

:٤٣8 ب
ِ 1َ%&ِ ْ?ْ ُ ا
ِ ^ُ >َ -ِ? ْ  َو َﻡ...
and those too who have knowledge of the Scripture.
This refers to Abdullah bin Salam, according to Mujahid.
However, this opinion is not plausible, since this Ayah
was revealed in Makkah and Abdullah bin Salam
embraced Islam soon after the Prophet emigrated to AlMadinah.
A more suitable explanation is that narrated by Al-Awfi
from Ibn Abbas that;
this Ayah refers to Jews and Christians.
Qatadah said that;
among them are, Abdullah bin Salam, Salman
(Al-Farisi) and Tamim Ad-Dari.
The correct view is that this Ayah,
too who have. ..),

9ُ 5َ Iِ ْ/!َ ( َوand those

refers to the scholars of the People of the
Scriptures who find the description of Muhammad
in their Books and the good news of his advent
that were conveyed to them by their Prophets.
Allah said in other Ayat,

ن
َ ,ُ*ْ.ن َو ُی
َ ,ُO%  ِ"ِی َ َی1َEYُ %َُْ_آ
َ Bَ ْ ٍءHﺵ
َ J
 'ْ ُآGَ ﺱ
ِ  َوHِ%َ َْو َر
ن
َ ,ُ-ْ ِﻡ. ُی1َ-%ِ یَـ1َ َة وَا"ِی َ هُ ِـ,ا آَـ
ْ َ> ُه-ِ? 1ً,ُ%ْ&>ُو َ ُ َﻡM
ِ  ا"ِى َیH
  ﻡL
ُاH
 Yِ - ل ا
َ ,ُن ا ﺱ
َ ,ُGYِ % ا"ِی َ َی
J
ِ ِMِ~ْرَا ِة وَا,%  اHِB
And My mercy embraces all things. That (mercy)
I shall ordain for those who have Taqwa, and
give Zakah; and those who believe in Our Ayat;
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Those who follow the Messenger, the Prophet who
can neither read nor write whom they find written
with them in the Tawrah and the Injil). (7:156157)
and,

J
َ  ِإﺱْ َءِیHِ-َ  ُء1َ َ?
ُ ُ َ َْG أَن َیvً ْ ءَا َیEُ  &ُ َ ْ ََأ َو
It is not a sign to them that the learned scholars
of the Children of Israel knew it (as true).
(26:197)
There are similar Ayat that affirm that the
scholars of the Children of Israel know this fact
from their divinely revealed Books.
This is the end of Surah Ar-Ra'd, and all praise is due to Allah
and all favors are from Him.
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